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1. SCOPE

I . I Purpose. This standard is issued to describe o geneml method of describing H Item

occordi-nstwc?ion type, opti=l quoli W, and inte~ed u*, end tO e~tOblish unifO~

definitions, gememl requirements (which includes the mi Ii tory fi Iter designation system),

detoi led requirements, and test methods for fi hen wed in mi Iitary phoregmphic wodt.

I.2 ClOssifi:OtiOn. This standatd cwem photqrqshic light filtem cb$sified as to the

material from A i ch tkey w-c constructed (type); m“to cptical quality @de); ord os to

intended usa (class).

1.2.1 Type. Filters ore typed occotding to the nmteriol fmm which thay ore constructed.

Type I - Polymer sheet or film.

Type II - Polynmr layer sandwiched between two sheets of glass.

Type Ill - Solid 910s1.

Type IV - Materiels other than those used for vpes 1, 11, Od Ill.

1.2.2 Grade. Filtets arc groded acctxding to optical quolity.

Grade B - High optical quolity - to be used in the path of imoge-ferming rays.

Gmde C - Lower optical qualify - not to & used in the path of imqe-foming rays.

1.2.3 Cbss. Filters ore classed occo~ng to intended use.

Class B - Used with black and white fflm.

Class C - Used with color film.

Class P - Printing (color or black and white).

class z - Light polarizing (color or black end white phot~rqahy).

Class S - Photqtruphic sofelights.

Class ND - Neutml density to cut down light uniformly acrm the spectrum
(color o, block and white photography).

2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

2.1 The following d=unwnts, of the issue in ef:ect on dote of invitation for bids or
request for proposol, form o part of this stordord to the extent specified herein.

I

0’
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STANDARDS

MILITARY

MI L-STD-130 - Identification Marking of U.S. Milita~ Property.

MI L-STD-150 - Photographic Lenses.

3. DEFINITIONS

3.1 Artificial daylight. Artificial illumination os used for photography, color matching,

and coiorimet~ in which a light source is madified by means of filters to produce light

simulating the combination of sunlight plus skylight.

3.2 Artificial light. Illumination provided by incandescent, flourescent, or flame sources

as distinguished from natural light produced by solar radiation or self-luminous organisms.

3.3 Beauty defects., Beauty defects are those imperfections of components and elements

of an optical system which do not affect the optical chamcteristics. They ore undesimble but

may be accepted if they do not cause o significant degradation of image qual; ty or environ-

mental stabi Iity. The various imperfections classified as beauty defecrs are os t%llows. ●
3.3.1 Material defects. ‘1

3.3.1. I Bubbles. Bubbles are air or gaseous inclusions entrapped within the fi Iter.

3.3.1 .1.1 Seeds. Seeds are”ve~ small bubbles.

3.3.1 .1.2 Air bells. Air bells are irregularly shaped bubbles.

3.3.1.2 Cracks. Cracks ore shallow separations or breaks in the glass filter.

3.3.1.3 Feathers. Feathers are powdered surfaces folded into the glass in the pressing

process.

3.3.1.4 Folds, or laps. Folds, or laps, are areas in which the glass has been folded upon

itself but not fused.

3.3.1.5 Milkiness. Milkiness is cloudy or milky areas within the filter.

2
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3.3.1.6 Stones.
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20 October 1966

Stones are frogment~ of undissolved moteriol in the R Iter.

3.3.1.7 Strain. Strein is tension within the filter caused by inadequate annealing or im-

preper moun~ The tension alters the index of refraction of the moteriol and causes it to

become birefringent.

3.3.1.8 Strioe. Striae are streaks or veins in the filter with the index of refraction differ-

ing hum that=e body of the filter.

3.3.1 .8.1 Reams. Reams are fine bands of strioe.

3.3.1 .8.2 Cords. Cordt am streak{ of very heavy rtrioe.—

3.3.2 Manufacturing defects.

3.3.2.1 Blisters. Blisters are bubbles in a cemmt layer.

3.3.2.2 Cement startt. Cement starts are spots where the components of a cemented filter

heve started tu separate. lhey con be small irregular spots between the elements or run-ins

at the edge, insufficient cement, or cement at the edge dissolved by a selvent.
,,.

3.3.2.2. I Run-ins. Run-ins aie cement sepamtions at the edge of a cemented filter.

3.3.2.3 Chips. Chips are areas fmm which the filter material has been breken away from

the surface, d=, or bevel of an optical element.

3.3.2.4 Crocks. Gacks are breaks in the filter.

3.3.2.5 Digs. Digs are breaks of the polished surface of a round, oval, square, etc.,

shape inc!udi~pits, holes, and surfoce broken bubbles.

3.3.2.5.1 Dirt holes. Dirt holes ore digs filled with rouge or other foreign material.

3.3.2.6 Dirt. Dirt consists of du$t, lint, or other foreign motter cn the surface or—
entrapped in o cement layer.

3.3.2.7 Orange peel. Orange peel is poerly pelished surface, pock-marked with pits,
having much he same surface appeamnce as the skin of on omnge.

3

0
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3.3.2.8 Poor polish. Poor polish pertoins to polished surfaces containing minute pits of a

gray or red color. They are gray grinding pits in the surface of the glass, or red grinding pits

in which nsuge has been so deeply embedded that it has to be removed by further polishing.

3.3.2.9 Scratches. Scratches are furrows or grooves in the surface of the tilter caused by

coarse grit, fmgments of glass, sharp tools, etc. , rubbed over the surf=e.

3.3.2.10 Smears, scum, water spots, etc. Smears, scum, water ~pOts, etc., are residues
of evaporated or unevaporated moisture. They are uiua I Iy removable from other than Type [

filters by “normal” cleaning.

3.3.2.11 Stain. Stain is a discoloration of the filter surface, usually brown, blue, or

green, causec~e deposit of foreign matter, or changes produced on the surface of the filter
by chemical action of some substance with the filter. It is usually not removable by “normal”

cleaning. . .

3.4 Cement. An adhesive used to bond elements of Type II filters together.

3.5 Ch:mcs+icity. Thequalityof .olor=pressible by dominant vmve{e”gth md purity
taken toget er.

-..

3.6 Chromaticity cbcwdinates. Proportions of standord components required for color match,

used as ordinate and abscissa to represent color in a chromaticity diogmm. ●
3,7 Coating, anti -reflection. These coatings, known also as low reflecting films, are

ordinori ry used far reducing the reflectance and increasing the transmittance of glass surfaces.

3.8 Collimator. An optical device for artificially creating a target ot infinite distance

(a beam -el rays of light) used in testing and adiusting certain optical instruments.

It usually consists of a converging lens and a target (a system of crass lines) placed at the

principal focus of the lens.

3.9 Color, Characteristics of light other than ~atial and tempoml characteristics; light

being th~ect of radiant energy of which a human observer is aware through the visual

sensations which arise from the stimulation of the retina of the eye.

3.10 Color bolonce . The relationship between the three images composing a color negative

or positive which provides accurate (or, more genemlly, the desired) reproduction of the

natuml colors.
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3. II Color co~ensoti ng Filter. A fi Iter used to chonge the ovemll color balance Of

photographic resuhs ob toined with color fi Ims, and to cempematc for deficiencies in the

quality of the light when printing color films.

3.12 Coler Contribution. The effect that on optical system hos on chargi~ the spectrol

characteristics of the hght flux entering the system it te~d “cOlOr contribution. ” Tfi$ P~-

perty of on optical system is specified and measured in terms of cenventiornl spectml tmns-

mittonce cuwes, wherein transmittance in percent is plotted @oinst .wavelc~th in m;ll; micmns.

3.13 Color Specification. Description of a color nmde in such o vmy that a color ma+ch

for it may be set up. Th”IS description moy take the form of o spectqhetometric curve, the

amounts (tristimulus voluas) of three defined colom required for the nrotch, or it may identify

o meteriol sample having the color intended.

3“’4c~” The tenqsemture to which a blockbedy mdiotor must & misccf so
that the 119 t tt emt ts mey motch a given light source in color. LJswlly exP=ed in de9rees

Kelvin (“K).

3.15 Colorants. S&#srnccs used to modify the colors of obiects. %-, pigmen~. Pein%

inks, ond all decorative coo?irgs am colomnts.

3.16 Colarimetric Calculation. Determinatim Of cOlOr $peclffcafi Ons by cO}culat;~

from spectrcphotometric dote.

3.17 Complementary Wmrelength (of o color). Wove length of the spectwm color which
must be mixed with the color to produce a matck for e stordod reference xrwce (sub os

overege daylight).

3.18 Contrast Filter. ti optical ff her used in photogmpky to incmese the contrast
between one color end another that weuld othawrise be reproduced as similar g~ densities.

3.19 ~ The preferred color nome for the minu~-red ,subtmctive pfimmy in thre=-~lOr
processes. Such a color has a ieieiti6n Emrd in the region oi 600 to 700 mil Iimicrons and

transmits (or reflects) light in rite ronge of 400 to 600 mill imicmns. Also w I led “blue, “

“blue-green, “ “sky blue, ” “turquoi=. ”

3.20 Dcrylight. (1) Light consisting of o noturol combination of sunlight and Aylight.

(2): The color quafity of ovemge daylight is said to metch o blockbcdy at approximately

7000 degreu Kelvin.
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3.21 Decnmir4. Reloted to mired by the expression

Decwnired Value= ‘ired,~’”e

3.22 Decomi red System. A system of fi Item for color bnlancing and film type conversion

used in color photography. Fi Iter selection. for o vecific phOtOgnph is b~ed On the cOlOr ~emP-

erature Of the light source and the color temperature response of the fi Im beirq used.

3.23 Density, optical . Lcgorithm to the base 10 of the reciprocal of transmittance.

3.24 Deviation. The argle through which a my of light is bent as it passes through o ‘~{ter.

3.25 Dominant Wavelength (of o color). Wavelength of the spectmm color which must be

mixed wit% a stondard reference source (such as average daylight) to produce a mutch for the

color, Dominant wavelength corm lotes opprOxiwfely with the hue pe~eived by an O~emer

of nonnol color vision adapted to daylight, to belong to the color.

3.26 Effective Density . The effective density of a filter is the densi~ measured with

mdiant enegy extending over a finite wavelemth re9i0n. lt is o function of the tmnsmittonce

of the f;lter, the sensitivity of the film, or-d the trommittance ofa lens. It rrIOY oko be o

function of the spectral distribution Of the illuminant. ●
3.27 Effective Transmittance . Effective tmmmittance ( ‘eff) is reloted to effective

density (Deff) by the expr&sion

Deff = -IOEIOTeff

3.28 Effective Waveleqth. The effective wavelength of o light filter is the wavelength

used in rd~alculate, at two different ternpemture$o ratio of radiation

intensities equal to the rutio of the luminosities of a black~dy obsewed Or ~=ur~ thr~gh

the light filter.

3 .2? Emul~iOn, color 5en:itive . A block and white emulsion havi~, in addition to the

normol uhroviolet, violet, and blue semitivity of the silver halide, added sensitivity to light

Of the longer wavelengths conferr~ % treOtment with =nsitizin9 dyes. Emulsi Ons .~tico.’l.y

semitized to yellcw and green light ore called o~h~h~matic. Th=e se~itized~ In ~dltlOn,

to orange cd red light ore called panchromatic.
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3.30 Emulsion Layer. In the anatomy of o photographic film, the emul~i~ 10yer is ow

coating w%ich comaim light sensitive rnoteriols .ss distinguished frem the backing, base,

substratum, or filter Ioyer$.

3.31 Fodc-O-Meter. Trode name for a standard testing device iimuloting the effect of

wnlight to derermine the feding, yeilOwine, o~d Othar light @im charocteristict of o

material.

3.32 Fi Im, Photographic, Color. Film used for the production of pictures in natural colors.

3.33 Film, Photographic, Infmred. Film coated with an emulsion especially sensitive

to infrored light .

3.34 Filter, Color. An opticol element such as a sheet of glen, gelotin, or plostic,

dyed in a specific nwnner to telectively obrb light of cenain colom. AISO coiled roy filter
and ray screen. Principal uses of color Fi Item in photegrophy ore to emphasize or subdue certoin

colors ( controst filte m), to improve the monochrome rendition of colored obiects (correction

filters), and to moke color separotiom, all on block and white film.

3.35 Filter Factor. The number of times expmure must be increescd to ccampensate for

I ight absorbed by 0 filter.

3,36 Filter, Pho:cgraphic . A layer of glass, gelatin, Or Othef ~teriol used tO $electivelY

mcdify the trommitted light.

3.37 F;lte,, Neutrol Density . A filter not selective for e certain portion of the spectrum

but absorbi~ 011 colom equol Iy, thus reducing the intemify of t ronsmitted light without chang-

ing its chrcmwticity. .

3.3S F;lter Ratio. In color photography, the ratio of the exposure times UA when blue,

green, at-d red filters ore used to meke colo, seporotion negotiv=. The exp=ure time th~ugh

the red filter is generolly used as the basis for the retie.

3.39 Filter, Polarizing . An opticol device which converts naturol or unpolarized light

inro pelarizcd light. It is used to control the brightness of the sky and reflection frem specular

surfaces relative to the brightest of other ports of the scene .

0

3.40 Filter, Ultna-Violet . A light filter which (1) absorb the ultro-violet but transmits

visible light, or (2 ) absorbs visible light while transmitting ~Ome regiOn in the ultra~iOl@r. The
latter is oescribeo os an u!rro-vioier cut-ff filter.
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3.41 Fi Iters, tricolor. The particular color fi Iters used for exposure of sepomtion

negatives in three-color photography.

3.42 Flux. A term used as an abbreviation for luminous flux or radiant flux.

3.42,1 Flux, luminous. The quantity that specifies the capacity of the mdiant flux to

prcduce the attribute of visual sensation known as brightness. Luminous flux is radiant flux

evaluated with respect. to its luminous efficiency of radiation. Unless othetwise stated,

luminous flux pertains to the standard photopic observer.

3.42.2 Flux, radiant. Radiant energy transferred per unit time.

3.43 Homogenei

+.

The quality of a body in which the physical state of all minute

portions are t e same.

3.44 Illuminant C. A standard source defined by the Commission International de

l“Eclairage (CIE) . This source is often used to simulate avemge daylight.

3.45 Illumination. (1) Synonymous with flux density; stated in terms of units of luminous

flux incident upon o unit area. If the flux is given in lumens and the area in square feet,

the il Rumination is measured in foot-candles. (2) The lighting arrangement effective on a

subiect being photographed.

3.46 Infrared. Pertains to or designates those rays which lie beyond the red end of the

visible sp=( e., rays emitted by a hot body) . Infrared rays are invisible and are

detected by their thermal, photoelectric, and photographic effects. Their wavelengths ❑ re

longer than those of visible light and shorter than those of mdio woves.

3.47 Intensity (luminous). lhe solid angular flux denfity of a light source in a given

direction. Hence, it is the luminous flux, on a surface normal to that direction, divided by

the solid angle (in steradions) which the surface subtends at the source of light.

3.48 Kelvin, degrees. Kelvin refers to measurement of the color of light in degrees.

Kelvin temperature ~K) is equal to Centigrade temperature plus 273.

3.49 Laminate. Moterial consisting of two or more layers pressed together, usually with,—
an adhestve.

3.50 Light. The aspect of radiant energy of which a human observer is aware through the

visual sen=ns which arise from the stimulation of the retina of the eye.
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3.51 Light, polorized. Light in which the electric vector of the wove vibrates on one

plane rat%er than all planes as it does in wdinary (unpolarized) light. Light moy become

polarized by reflection or by passing through optical devices or sheets kmwn as “polarizers .“

3.52 Mogen?o. The color name for the minus-green subtmctive primary used in three-

color processes. Such o color has an reiecticm bend in the 500- to 600- mill imicrcm range.

Ik transmission (or reflection) is in the 400- te 500- and 600- to 700- millimicmm ronge.

3.53 MilitaW filter desigmtion system (MFDS). This system is a three-item code referring

to usage, color, and filter desigrntion currently in common use. Each filter has a specific

cede desigmtion.

3.54 Millimicron. A unit of length in the metric system equal to 0.001 micron. It is
equivalent to 10 angstroms and is now f+equent I y called mnemeter (rim).

3.55 Mired. A contraction for micro-reciprocal degrees. It ix used as a convenient

altemativ~e designation of color quality by color tempemture. Thus, a color tentperature

of 3000’% may be expressed as lL@/3000 mireds or 333.3 mireds.

3.56 Mired filter. A filter which raises or lowers the color temperature of a light source.

The mir ed volue or mired shift value of a filter is given by (l/Tl - i/T~ I@, where Tl is the

co[or tempemture in degrees Kelvin of the light swrce and T2 is the apparent ccalor tempemturc

in degrees Kelvin of the light source viewed thrwgh the filter.

3.S7 Mired shift value. See mired filter.

3.58 Obiective. In telescopes and microscopes, [t is the optical comprment which receives

light from the oblect and forms the fimt or primary image. The imoge thus formed is magnified

by use of an eyepiece.

3.59 Optical oxis. The line fonncd by the coinciding principal axes of a series of optical
elements ~n optical system; in other words, an imaginary line passing through the

centers of curvature of the optical elements of o system.

3.61 Parallelism. The absence of ~ finite angle between the front and rear optical surfaces

of the filter.
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3.62 Photicity. Photicity is a measure of the actin{c effectiveness of an illuminant and can

be obtain~product of the spectral sensitivity of the emulsion, the spectral energy dis-

tribution of an illuminant, and the spectml tmnsmittance distribution of on intervening absorber.

3.63 Photography, infmred. The rendering of images by the photographic action of infrared

radiation on infmred sensitized films or plates, as distinguished fmm imagery produced by

thermal action of infrared mdiation on thermal sensing devices.

3.64 Polariscope. A combination af polarizer and analyzer used to detect birefringence in

materials placed between them or to detect mtotion in the plane of polarization caused by such

materials.

3.65 Polarizer. An optical device far converting unpolarized or natu~l light inta pOlariz~

light.

3.66 Resolution chart. A carefully prepared card with vertical and horizontal lines in-

scribed at various spacings. It is used to test the resolving power of ❑ n opticol system.

3.67 Resolving power. The degree to which an optical system is able to define the detai k

of an imoge. Th is is expressed as the maximum number af black lines, with equal white inter-

spaces per millimeter, discernible in the image.

3.68 Reticie. A scale, indicatar, or pattern placed in one of the focal planes of an optical

instrument it appears to the observer to be superimposed upon the field of view. Retitles ●
are used ta determine the center of the field or to assist in gaging distance, determining leads,

or mciasurements.

3.69 $afelight. A daricmom light saurce shielded by filters which pass only such parts of

the spect~will not expose or fog sensitized :materials within time limits dictated by

pmctical consideration.

3.70 Saturation. The degree of purity OF calar or freedom from dilution by black ar white.

3.71 Selected ordinate method. Numericol integmtion using unequal intervals of integm-

tion vario%le, so as to eliminate multiplications in determination of contribution af each

inizrval .

3.72 Sensitivity. The degree to which an emulsion reacts by the formation of a image

under given expasure conditions, especial Iy as this relates to exposure by different wavelength>

[color.) of light.

3.73 Skylight. Light from the sun which reaches the abserver indirectly by scattering and

reflection~upper air.
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3.74 Spectral. pertairu to the electromqnetic spectwm; i.e., o quOntiV meosumd with

respect to o narrow wovelemgth intewal , al spectral transmittance or spectral reflectance.

3.75 Spectml Sensitivity . The response of a sensitized moteriol to rcdant energy in o

narrow wavelength intewal, often expressed as the reciprocal of the exposure rquired to pro-

duce o given density under specified conditions.

3.76 Spectral Sensitivity Distribution. The spectrol sensitivity for various wavelergtb,

usually displayed as o smooth curve of sensitivity vs. wavelength.

3.77 Spectrophotometer. h instrument which nmmures the ,eflectonce w tmnsmittOnce Of

a sample to monochromoticlight wham wavelength can be varied progressively over some speci -
fi ed mnge .

3.78 Spectrum. (1) A pattem,formed by mdiation whep it is angularly dispersed by refraction or

diffraction, or a bond or series ef iuxtoposad imoges of a line-source of radiant enemy prcduced

upon o screen by refraction or diffmction of the rodiont ermrgy at erg Ies depending upon the

wavelength. Men the range of wave length is confined to the limits perceptible % t~ eye,

the pattern wi II take the form of o bank of light with progressively varying color ranging frem

red at one end to violet at the other. If the rodiotion arises in an incandescent solid, all wo@-

Iengthc of light ore present” and the spectivm will be continuous. If it orises in an inco~scent

gos, certoin wavelengths will be absent ond the spectrum w“ll con~ist of o number of bright lines
with dark spaces between them, each line having o different color %um 011 the others. (2) fie

word “spec!rvm” is often used to designate some ronge of wovele~ths of elec:romognetic

rmiiotion, such as “the visible spectrum,” “the ultraviolet spectmm, ” etc. (3) A1-calcgmldy,

the term “spectrum” moy be used to designate a range of sound frequencies or wavelengths.

3.79 Spectrum Locus. A cuwe connecting points in chromoticity diogrom that represent

various wavelengths of the spectrum.

3.80 Speculor. Like a mirror, reflecting in o regular monne< so that clear imoges mq &
formed, m~sing. The meaning is extended to include regular (non-diffusing) transmission

m well as reflection, e .g ., specular density as contrasted to difiuse density .

0

3.81 Sunligkt . Light reaching the observer direct Iy from the sun. Such light my be olter~
by absorp=pmsing through the earth’i otma~here but it must mt include light reoching

the obsewer indirectly by refraction (e .g. roinbmv) or by reflection. Washington, D. C..

meon noon sunlight hm e color tempemture in the neighborhom” o: 5, 6CU degrees Kelvin. Dis -

ti~uishcd from Skylight, Daylight.

II
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3.82 Transmittance. The mtio of the flux transmitted by an obiect to the incident flux.

This term ord its specializations are opplied to radiant and luminous flux. Unless qualified,

the term applies to regular (specular) transmission.

3.83 Tmmmittance, $pectrol. Transmittance evaluated over o narrow wavelength intewol .

3.84 Ultraviolet. fiose rnys which lie \ust beyond the violet end of the visible spectrum.

Ultraviolet wavelengths are comparatively short (about 100 to 390 millimicrom).

3.85 Visible Spectrum. The portion of the electromagnetic spectrum to which the

retina is sensitive and by which we see . Extends from about 400 to about 750 mi Ilimi crons i n

wavelength of the radiation.

3. M Wavelength Centruid. Alternative name for spectral centmid. Spectral Centroid -

overage wavelength, weighted by transmittance.

4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4. I Milita~ Filter Desigootion .System. The Mi Iitary Fi Iter Designation System (MFDS)

consists of o three-item code mferri w to usage, color, ~nd filter designation in common

use.
4.1. I Item One (Usage). Item One in the MFDS cede is a class letter which designates

the CICISS of the filter, us follows:

C loss letter

B

Fi Iter use

For comer.a use with block smd white fi Im

c For camero use with color fi Im

P In printing processes

z Polrariziq filter

s Safelight filter

ND Neutrol density fi her

4.1.2 Item Two (Color). Item Two in the MFDS code is a color number which indicates
the color oi the Fiiter. Tine color number is based upon the Iccaticn of the dcminont wcve -

Iength of the filter within the spectrum bard, os follows:

12
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Color

Number

*ectrum bond

Color (Wavelength in Millimicrons)

o

I

2

3
d

5

6
7

Ultraviolet

Blue

Yellow

Green

I&gent.

Red

Cyon

I nfro red

360-399

400-484

560-589

495-559

490-570 ccmplementory

590-699

485-494

700 and above

4.1.2.1 Dominant wavelength. The dominant wavelength of o filter is determined
with the U*C of a chromoticity diogrcm.

4.1.2.1. I Chromoticity diogram. The chromati~ity dicgram is constructed by plotting
values of x horizomoily, incrensiq towards the right, and plotting volues of y vertically,

increasing t.,pwmd occotding to the same linear scale os x .

4. 1.2. I .1. I The values of the x ~nd y coo”rdirmtes for certoin, wavelengths of the

spectrum ore given in Toble I . They form the spectrum locus where these points are con-

nected by o smcoth curve.

0
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WOve -
le~:t~

IJ
380
3 es

390

395

400

405

410

415

420

425

430

435

440

445
450

455

460

465
470

473

480

485

490

495

500

505
510
515
520
z~~
mQ

535
540
545
550
555
560
565
570
575

-mTe

~
0.174[
0.1740

0.1738

0.1736

0.1733

0.1730

0.1726

0.1721

0.1714

0.1703

0.1689

0.1669

0.1644

0.1611

0.1566

0.1510

0.1440

0.1355

0.1241

0.10?0

0.0913

0. C687

o.@$54

0.0235

0.0082

0.0039’
0.0139
0.0389
0.0743
0.1142
c,!~~~

C.1929
0.2296
0.2658
0.3010
0.3373
0.3731
0.4087
C.’vdl
o.47a6

on star-da

Table I t

Trichromotic Coordinates of the Spectrum

Y

o. C(35O
c. 0250

0.C049

0.0049

0.0048

0.0048

0. C048

O. CQ48

0.0351

0.0358

0. iX169

o.ooe4

0.0109

0.0138
0.0177

0.0227

0.0297

0.0399

0.0578

0.0868

0.1327

0.2007

0.2950

0.4127

o.53&

0.6548
0.7502
0.8120
0.8338
0.8262
0, ~():q

0.7816
0.7543
0.7241
0.6923
0.6589
0.6245
0.5896
C,55A7
0.5202

258.7 .2-T

z

0.82W
0.8210

0.8213

0.8215

0.8219

0.8222

0.8226

0.8231

0.8235

0.8239

0.8242
0.8245

0.8247

0.8251

0.8257

0.8263

0.8263

0.8246

0.8181

0.8036

0.i760

o.73rk

0.6596

0.5638

0.4534

0.3413
0.2359
0.1491
0.09!9
0.0596
0.!?3%
:; (33:5

o. C099
0.0C61
0.0038
0.0024
0.0017
0,0C12
O. OQIO

).

wove-

-R&
5e5

I

590

595

600

605

610

615

620

625

630

635

640

645

650

655

660

665

670

675

680

6e5

690

695

700

705
710
715
720
7?5
7:0
735
740
745
750
755
760
765
77C
775
780

~
0.5125
0.5448

0.5752

0.6029

0.6270

0.6482

0.6658

0.6801

0. 69!5

o.7COb

0.7079

0.7140

0.7190

0.7230

0.7260

0.7283

0.7300

0.7311

0.7320

0.7327

0.7334

0.7340

0.7344

0.7346

0.7347

0.7347
0.7347
0.7347
0.7347
0.7347
c. 7347
0,7347
0.7347
0.7347
i): ;::;

0.7347
0,7347
0.7347
0.7347
0.7347

Y
0,4866
0.4544

0.4242

0.3965

0.3725

0.3514

0.3340

0.3197

0.3083

0.2993

0.2920

0.2859

0.2809

0.2770
0.27A0

0.2717

C.2700

0.2689

0.2680

0.26?3

0.2066

0.2660

0.2656

0.2654

0.2653

0.2653
0.2653
0.2653
0.2653
@. 2b53
G.2553
0.2653
0.2653
0,~b53
0.2652
0.2653
0.2652
0.2653
0.2653
@.z653

0.2653

z

0.0009
0.0C08

0.0006

0.0006

0.0005

0.0004

o. OOQ2

0.0002 .

0.0002

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

O.ocol

0,0000

0.0000

0.0000

0, Ococ

0.0000

0.0000 ●
O. CGOC

0.0000

0.0000

0. O(2OC

o, Ooco

o. Coot

0, Coco
0.0000
0. Gooo
0.0000
0, Oooc
0. ‘20cc
c. CGCO
0.0000
(): m:

o. Cooo
o. Oooc
0,0000
0. Coot
0.0000
0. Ocoo
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4.1.2.1.2 Dcterminotion of the chromoticity cmrdirsates of the filter by the selected ordirmtes

methcd. “ Selected ordinates” refers to the ordinates of the tmnsmissicm versus wavelength curve

=fiiter thot has been selected for performing a simple integration, which is required for

finding the chmmaticity cmrdinates. Ihirty wavelengths are used for each integration. They
are listed in Table II. The tmnsmittance values at these wavelengths ore measured, or read

fmm a cuwc besed on measurements at other wavelengths. The avemge of all values for the

wavelengths listed under X’ is multiplied by 0.9804 and coiled X. llse avemge of the Y’
column is used without modification, and coiled Y . The evemge of the 21 column is multiplied

by 1.1810 and coiled Z.

4.1.2 .1.2.1 lhe chmmoticity cmr-dirmtes, i.e., the cmrdinotes en the chmmaticity diagmm

thot represent the test filter, are found by the use of the formulos:

x Y
x=x+ +

L Y=~+y+L

4.1.2 .1.2.2 l?se cmrdinotes of Standord %urce C on the chmmaticity diagsmm are given as

x = 0.3101 and y = 0.3163.

4.1.2 .1.2.3 The dominant wavelength of the test filter is determined by a line drawn fmm

the point on the chmmcsticity diagmm representing Stundard Source C, through the point on the

o diagmm representing the test filter, and extending te the cuwe af the spectrum locus defined

by Table 1. The exact value of the dominant wavelength can then be found by interpolation.

4.1.2 .1.3 Complementary wave lcngih. Where the line extended ~om the coordinates of

Stcndard Seurce C thmuqh the tesr filter point does not intercep: the curve of the spectrum

Iecus, reverse the direction of the line so os to intercept the !pectrvm locus. This intercept

point is the complementary wavelength. A complementcq wavelength is that wavelength inter-
polated on the spectrum locus for the intersection of that curve with the stmight line drawn from

the point xy, representing the sample through the point X. = 0.3101, y. = 0.3163 representing

the stendard quolity of illumination, orsd extending to the spectrum locus.

4.1.2.2 Wavelength centmid. For those filters which hove tmnsmission bands beyond the

visible spectrum, the wavelength cenhuld or spectral centmid may be employed in place of

the dominent wavelength. The spectmi centroid of a fi Iter is the overage wovelengih tronsmirted

by the fil:er ati is computed by weigfiring each woveiengrh by tine imnsmiiiunce of rhe fiiier.

The ~ectml centroid may be evaluoted using the fel lowing formula:

15
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Ordinate

Number

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

14

Is

16

Ii

18
1?

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Table [12

Selected Ordinates for Stondord Source, C

(:p)
424.4
435.5

443.9

452. I

461.2

474.0

531.2

544.3

552.4

558.7

564. I

568. ?

573.2

577.3

581.3

585.0

588.7

592.4

596.0

599.6

603.3

607.0

610.9

6[5.0

619.4

624.2

629.8

636.6

645.9

663.0

(;)
465.9
489.4

500.4

508.7

515.1

520.6

525.4

529.8

533. ?

537.7

541.4

544.9

548.4

551.8

555. I

558.5

561.9

565.3

568.9

572.5

576.4

580.5

584.8

589.6

594.8

600.8

607.7

616.1

627.3

647. d

ii)
414.1”
422.2

426.3

429.4

432.0

434.3

436.5

438.6

440.6

442.5

444.4

446.3

448.2

450. I

452.1

454.0

455.9

457.9

459.9

4.52.0

464.1

466.3

468.7

471.4
47A .3

477.7

481.8

487.2

495.2

511..2

‘American Standard 2.58.7.2.
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where: ~c~ ~: ;jI .wo.e,fengrh centreid when the ev~luotion i, carried Wt at 10 nw intervals

~ is the waelength.

t is the transmittance at ~.

4.1.3 Item Thtwe (Filter designation in common use). Item Three in the MFDS cede is o

number (or number ad letter) which refers 10 the fi her desigrmtion in common c~~miol IJ*.

4.1.3.1 Decamired filtem. Item Three for decomired filters will consist of tha letters DR

or DB (ircfimtirg the respective positive or negotive decemired values) followed by the deco-

mired value number. wIwrc o commercial filter number exists, it appeors in porcnthesis after

the decomired value number, e.9., (81), (81A), (sIB), (81cL (81 D), (81EF), (82), (82A), (82 B),

or (82C ). Fi Item with decomimd values other than those of the 81 cmd 82 series wi II hove no

commercial filter number.

4 .1.4 Neutrol density filtam. Neutral density filters are desigmkd Ly three item. as

n follows: Cless letter - mminol filter density - filter factor.

u
4.1.4.1 Filter factors for neutral density filtem ore given ~ the number whose leg is the

density volue . For example, for filter nominal densities of 2.0 and .50, the filter foctem are

100 and 3.2, respectively.

4 .I .5 Color compencati~ and color printing filters. The color compensating ord color

printing fi~ters are desigmred by three items, as follows: Clas letter - color number - Com-

mercial color density .

4. 1.6 Verigom ard polycontrast printing filtem. The military designotiom for the Corres-

ponding commercial fi~tem are shown in Teble Ill.

17
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Table III

Commerce Ol Name

Vari gom L

Varigam 2

V.x;gam 3

Varigam 4

Vorigam 6

Varigom 7

Varigafn 10

MilitaV Designations for Commemial Vori9em and

polycontrost Printing Filtem

MFD
Commercial Nom=

MFD
P-2-IV

P-2-2V

P-2-3v

P-2-4V

P-5-5V

P-4-15V

P-4-?’V

P-4-L?V

P-1-?v

P-4 -1 Ov

Polycontr=t I

pOlycOntrat l-1/2

pOiycOntr~t 2

pOlycOntrOst 2.[/3

‘01 Yc0ntrcr5t 3

‘OlyCOntr=f 3-1/2

Polycontr=, 4

P-2-[p

P-2-1.5P

P-4-2P

f’-4-2.5P

P-4-3p

P-4-3.5p

P-4-4p

4. 1.7 Examples of MilitoW filter desigmtion system.

Class Letter(B) Black andwhite film photography @oro.4.1 .1)

Color Number(5) Red fpara. 4.1.2)

COmmerciol designotio” (Pora. 4. I.3)

=
p-1- 135B

18
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o

ClaS letter (C) Color film phot~raphy

D

Decomired (See Pam. 4 I 3 1) i e pesitive decamired value 4

c -2 -DR4-81D

4.2 krking of Filter Packages and Filters.

4.2. I filter pockuaes. In addition to any exis!fng cammerciol mdiw, all filter pock~es
shell be marked with the following information:

Militory fi Iter designation

~: Filter type

c. Filter grode
d. Filter size

e . tinufacturer’s mme
f. Method of mounti~ ~h~ld be specified SX slip on, wmw-0”, bayonet, etc. )

4.2.2 Morkings on filters. All markings shall be permanent, legible, and in occordonce

with Ml L- S7D-lJO.

4.2.2.1 Type I filters. No markings are requiwicl on the filter. Filters rrmy be morked
with the conunerci~l filter designation and/or the military filter designation.

4.2.2.2 Banded Type II and Type Ill filtem. In ddition to cmy existing commercial mark-
ings, the military filter desig nattan shell be marked on the band.

4.2.2.3 Unbond4 Type II end Type III filtem disk$. NO morkirg$ ~,e ,equired o“ th=e

filters.

4 .2.2.4 Lkbcm-ded Type II end Type Ill filter sauores. In oddition to any existing commer-

C;ol markings, the military fi Iter tiesignat ien ~holl be morked on the filter. All markinga shell
extend no more than 0.20 inch from the edge of the fflter.

4.3

in 4.6,

Fi Iter Bands . Protective band$ ~noll conform to the djme~ional rquiretink ~cifi~

They dwIll not tarnish durimg the course of specified enviromnental testt.

19
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4.4 Mounting The methcd by which the filter is to be mounted shell be specified. Some

filter bonds are threoded on the outside FO permit them to thread into o lens hood or fi Iter adopter.

Othem are designed to be mounted by a snop-on, or a bayonet-type mounting. Where mounting

is other than slip-on, the detailed band required shall be s+ecificd .

4.5 Reflection-Reducing Coatings. Reflection- reduc!ng coat~ngs ore not requi red on Type II

and Type Ill filters. Unless othenvise specified, filters will be acceptable with or without
reflection- reduci W tooting.

4.6 Filter Dimensiom. Unless otherwise specified the dimensions of the tiltem shall conform

to Fi 9U res I through 7 inclusive.

i’t

Filter Size
Desi~natien
IV (13/16)

V (1-3/16)

VI (1-5/8)

WI (2)

Vlll (2-1/2)

A-Outside
Diometer

0.813

[,188

1.625

2.000

2.500

lx @-V4) 3.240

Noi.4s: 1. All dimensions are given in inches.

B
Thickness

.160

0.170

0.190

0.210

0.220

0.220

2. Tolerance on diameter A is +0.008 inch.

3. Toteronce on thickness 8 is * 0.010 inch.

C-Full Aperture e

(minimum)
0.688

1.052

I .500

1.875

2.375

3.125

Figure 1. Type II and Type Ill Filter Disk (Banded)
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0

D

lllroc
A

11!0
I’&

Filter Size A-Cwtside B

Designation

D

Utameter Thickness Beveled Edge

3/4 0.750 0.115

I 1.000 0.115 This shell be

I - 1/4 1.250 0.130 of such o dimen -

I - 1/2 I .500 0.130 sion thot:

1-3/4 I .750 0.130 2D = A-CS 0.020

2 2.000 0.155

3 3.WO 0.187

4 4. COO 0.187

5 5.000 0.187

Notes: 1. Alldimensions crregiveflin inches.

2.

3.

0

Toieronce ondiamerer Ais-~ -0.016 inch.

Tolerance on thickness Bis+O. 010 inch.

Figure2. TyFeil Filter Disk fJJnkarded).
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JD

-t+’- “D
Fi Iter Size
Designation

(millimeter)

19,0

21.5

25.0

26,5

31.5

33.0

39.0

A-Outside
Diameter

0.748

0.846

0.984

1.043

1.240

I .299

I .535

Th i c~ness

0.C40 to 0.200

o.040t00.2oo

0.040 to 0.200

o.049t0 0.200

o.040t00.2oo

0.040100.200

o.040t00.2oo

Bevel~d Edge

This shell be

of such a

dimemion that

2D = A-Cs O.~0

Notes: 1. All dimensions are given in inches unless otherwise noted,

2. Tolerance ondiame!er Ais+O -0.016 inch.

3. Thickness B is bmedonthe gloss characteristics ad color specifications,

Wminal thickness should be as indicoied impossible.

Figure3. Type Ill Filier Disk (Llnbarn”ed),
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Filter Size A B D

Oesignotio. Width Thickness Beveled Edge

2 2,.CF30 0.IB3 This shall be of

3 3.000 0.183 such o dimension

,4 4.000 0.183 that:

5 5.(YJO 0.183 2D = A-C< O.~0

Notes: 1. All dimemions ore given in inches.

2. Tolemnce oo width A is +0 -0.016 inch.

3. Tolerance on thickness B is *0.010 inch.

Figure 4. Type II Filter Square (Unhanded).

23
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Filter Size

Designo!ion

2

3

A

5

b
Width

2. COO

3. COO

4.00LI

S. Coo

E!
1-’--1

B

Thickness

0.100 to 0.500

o.loot0o.51%

o.lootOo.5oo

o.lootOo.5oo

D

Beveled Edge

This shall be

of such o

dimension that:

2D=A-C<O.020

Notes: 1. All dimensions ore given in inches.

2. Tolerance on width A is +0 -0.016 inch.

3, Thickness B is based on the glass characteristics and color specifications.

Nomiml thickness shculd be as indicated if possible .

Figure 5. Type Ill Filter Square (Unlmnded).
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Fi her Size A B

Designation Width Thickness

2 2.OCO <0.009

3 3.000 < O.om

4 4.000 < 0.0C8

5 5.000 <0.0C$3

Notes: 1. All dimensions are given in inches.

2. Toleronce on width A is +0 -0.070 inch.

Figure 6. Type 1 Filter, Polymer Fi Im.
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Filter Size A
Cesigrmtion

Thick~ss Diame:er
Width

Radius of CUrVa-
(rlwx) (min. ) ture (mox )

2 2.50+.01 0.250 2.000 I.Kto

●Notes: 1. All dimensions ore given in inches.

2. A prottwsion from one edge is permissible It moy extend from any port of

the filter edge.

Figure 7. Type I Fi Iter, banded Polymer Sheet
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5. DETAIL REQUIREMENTS

5. I Methods of Test ond Measurement. This section deols with methcds of testing orcl

measuring prepefties related to photqrophic light filters. When this stomfaml is -d in

reference to the procurement of phonographic light fi Item, only these tests specifics Ily

designated shol I be used in the examimtion of the prccfuct. The procurement shall also

clearly state which tests apply to 100 percent impection and which tests are to be used
only for the examination of samples.

5.2 Measurement of Spectral Tmmsmittance

5.2.1 Test conditions. The following corditiom shall apply to the meowrement of
the spectrol transmittance of fi Item:

(.) Filter transmittance shall be rmosured at wavelengths &tween 360 mp at-d

700 w unless otherwise specified.

(b) The fi Iter shall be perpendicular to the light beom between the monochromotor
and the photo detector.

(c) The ~minol spectral bandwidth of the spectraphote+meter shall be no greater
than 10 mp within the spectrum km 360 mp to 700 ~.

(d) The nominal waveleqrh for any setting of the menochmmotor shall be within

0.50 mp ei the spectral centmid of the tmnsmitted bard m evaluated by the rdiotion

detector used in the spectmphetemeter.

(e) The photometric scale of spectrol tmnsmittance shall be occurote to within

0.C05 of full scale .

5.2.2 Methal 1, spectrum subdivision. For the pu~oses herein described, the spectrum

shall be divided into four w Wcvislons, 0$ follows:

Ulrmvioier - from 560 mp 10 .tG3 y

Blue - fr0m400nyI t05cony.1

Green - from 500 ny to 600 w

Red - frem 600 mp to 700 w

27
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The averaged fronsmittance for any subdivision shall be derived by avercgi~ the tmnsmit -

t.ante values to 10 mu i“tervols throughout that subdivision . By this method, the overoged

value in the ultraviolet segment is equal to:

1/4

[

(+1 + ‘2) + (tZ+t3)+ (’3 + ‘4) + (t4 + ‘5)

2 2 2 2 1
where: tl is transmittance at wavelength 360 n-p

tz is transmittance at wavelength 370 rqu

t3 is tronsmittonce ot wavelength 380 rqu

t4 is transmittance at wave length 3,90 n-p

t5 is transmittance ot wavelength 4C0 np

5.2,3 Methd 11, spectral centmid. Where the wavelength of the spectral centroid
(~) is specified, it shall be determined by the summation at 10 mu intewols,

where: xc is [he wavelength of the spectm I centroid when the evaluation is cerried WI

d rntervals OF 10 my. or less.

x is the wavelength
t is the iransmitta”ce at wavelength x.

5.2.4 Methcd Ill, infrared filter transmittance The spectrum from 700 to 1000 mini -
microns is s’ukd ivided into divisions of 100 millimicrons. The overage transmittance within

a subdivision is determined by:

T = 1/2

[

l/2t ,
+ tz 1+l/2t3

av

where: tl is the transmittance at the beginning of the spectrum subdivision.

tz is the transmittance at the middle oi the spectrum subdivision .

+3
is the rronsmirtance OF rhe end oi ihe subdivision

Tav is the avemge transmittance of the specrrum subdivision.

For exomple, in determining the cjvemge transmittance for the subdivision fmm 7W to 8(M IYJ,

tl shall be the transmittance at 700 rnp, tz the trammitto”ce at 75C. ~, and t3 the tmns-

mittance at 8(2O ry

5.2.5 Methcd IV, analysis of light balancing filter transmittance . The photicity of eoch

emulsion layer of the Average Color Film is determind for the spectral energy distribution

which is desired (the reference distribution). For example, for the c-2-85 fi Iter, the refer-

en$e distribution is that of daylight. These reference
f

hoticities are then normalized to on
assigned volue of 102 for the green sensitive emulsion oyer photicity

28
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5.2.5.1 Calculation of reference photicity values. The reference photicity values

are calcuhted as follews:

where: E~. is the desired relative spectral ene~y ot wavelength.

t’X is the transmittance of the averoge phetcgraphic lens at wavelength A.

Sbz is the sensitivity of the blue sensitive loyer of the Avenzge Color Film
at wavelength L .

S9 L
is the sensitivity O; the green sensi~ive layer of the Averege Color Film

at wavelength A.

s , ~ is the sensitivity of the overoge red aeruitive color film layer.

P’h, P’r are the respective photicities of the blue, green, and red
.P’Q’

sens!tive Ioyers of the Aver~e Color Film .

Notes: 1. Summatiom are to be carried out at 10 millimicmn intewols.

2. The relotive lemitivity values forithe three layers of the Average Color

Film ore given in Table IV.

3. The tronsmittonce of the dqted photographic Iem is given in Table V.

o

4. The apprqride desired spectrol energy distribution (reference distribution)

for the filter beirg evoluoted is listed below and the distribution data

given in the column of Table VI indicated belew.

29
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Fil!ers Source description Table Vl, column

C- I-80B Daylight 2

c- l-a~ Duy light

C-2-85

2

Photoflood (3450”K) 4

C-i-85B 32C0 ‘K 3

C-2-85C 38 Cf3°K 5

5.2.5 .1.1 The photicities of the three Ioyem of the Average Color Film ore determined

for the spectral enemy distribution which is to be altered (for C-2-85, this is 3450° K lamp)

with the tmnsrnitiotice of the fiber applied to the calculation.

5.2.5 .1.2 The photicity values for the Avemge Color Film exposed thrcugh the filter

,bsirg evaluated and the scurce being “balanced” is determi~d as foUo~:

pb = 2E ~ SbXt’kf>

. . Pg = EE>sg J’xtA

P, = ZEX Sat” t>

where: EX is the relative energy at wavelength Xof the source being balanced.

t’k is the transmittance OF the ❑dopted photcgrcphic lens ot wavelength X .

t~ is the transmittance of the light balancing filter at wavelength X.

Skx, Sg>: s,= are the respective sensitivities of the blue, green, and

red sensttive emulsion layers of the Average Color Fi Im.

‘b’ ‘g!
Pr are the respective photicities of the blue, green, and red

sens!tive layers of the Averoge Color Fi Im.

Notes: 1.

2.

Summotiom are to be carried out CIt 10 millimicrnn interwl~.

The relative sensitivity values for the three layers of the Avercge Color

Film ore given in Table IV.
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3. The transmittance of the adopteo photogmphic lens is given in Table V.

4. The appropriate spectral energy distribution for the filter being evaluated

is listed below and referenced to Table Vl.

Filters Source description Reference Table VI, column

C-I-80B Photoflood (34~K) 4

c -1 -80C 3800°K 5

C-2-85 Daylight 2

C-2-85B Daylight 2

C-2-85C Daylight 2

5.2.5.1.3 The photicity values are normalized by assigning P’qo value of 100 and multiply-
ing plr and P’b each by 100/P’g . Pg is ~iven a normalized value or 100 and Pr and Pb each are

multiplied by 100\ Pg.

5.2.5 Method V, analysis of mired fi Iters transmittance.

5.2.6.1 At 10 millimicron intemols, from 360 rrp to 700 nys, the relative spectrol densities

of o reference filter of the same mired shifr value assigned to the real filter is calculateci with

the firmu la:
~ = 6.245 (lO-j (M)

A

.fhere: D is the density at wavelength

Xil the wavelength in micmn~

M is the mired shift value

The relative spectrol density data ore mnverted to speciol tmnsmittonces.

5.2.6.2 A negative value for M in the formula specified in 5.2.6.1 will produce negative

density values for D. To normnlize so that all values of densities are positive, add o quantity

D’ to each D such thot the D which greatest negatively is reduced to zero cd the other v I
6.~4~0-3).$vl

of D are consequently positive quantities. The formulo then applying is D, = D * D’ = — —

- D’ where D: is the normalized density. The relative soectmi transmittance data are then u,ed

to determine the effective tmnsmittonces of the reference filter weighted by the sensitivity of the

Avemge Color Film, as follows:
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where: T’b is the effective transmittance of the reference fi Iter with respect to

the blue sensitive layer,

rg is the effective tr~nsmittonce of ihe referer.ce fi Iter with respect to the

green sensitive layer..

T’r is the effective transmittance of the reference fi Iter with respect to the

red sensitive layer.

SbXis the sensitivity of the averoge color fi Im blue semitive layer as

listed in Toble V.

S is the sensitivity of the overcrge color fi Im green sensitive layer as

‘~sted in Table V.

Srzis the sensitivity of the averoge cclor fi Im red sensitive loyer m

listed in Toble V.

t’Xis the trammittance of the odopted lens m irtdicated in Table VI

t “A is the transmittance of the reference fi Iter.

5.2.6.3 T’b , T’g , ond T’r ore converted to density values and the neutral density

component is subtracted to give the color contribution. For example:

Blue Green Red—.

T’ .75 .85 .90

D .12 .07 .05

Color contribution .07 .02 .00

,
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Toble IV

o

Averoge Color-Film Semitivi~

(Relative Semitivi~-Equol Ene~ Source-
Arithmetic %ole)

Wavelength

in T’J

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

90

550
560
570
530
590
~Q:

670
6B0
690
700

Blue

42.7

60.0,

77.4

90.0

97.1

98.5

94.7

86.6

75.5

64.2

51.5

38.3

25.9

15.2

7.5

‘3.2

0.9

0.2

T
Green Red

0.2

0.6

2.7

5.8 ‘

11.8

21.7

35.4

46.3

53.2

66.9

73.5
64.8

53.0
3:.;

2:$

0.6
0.2

0.1

0.2

0.5

0.9
1.8

4.2

24.0
33.8
51.0
72.8
89.0
61.6

17.8
6.3

!;!
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Table V

Adopted I

Wove leWth

(c% 1)

360

370

380

390
400

410

420
430
440
450
460

.470
4s0
490
500

510
520
530

540
550
560
570
5ao
590
600

610
620
630
640
650
660
670
Oeo
690
70C

710
720

s Transmittance

Adopted lens
transmittance

(Col 3)

0.425

0.6W

0.720

O.ma
0.855

0.895

0.925
0.945
0.956
0.964
0.968
0.971
0.975
0.977
0.980

0.923
o.9a5
0.987
0.98?
0.990
0.992
0.994
0.996
f::$e

1.000
1.01X3
I.ow
I.OCO
I.ow
l.om
I.occl
I.OCU
1.002
I .000

I.oco

I.OCQ
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Table VI

~lative SPectrnl-Enelgy Distriktion of Severol tight swme~

ml ight
TWlor-Kerr

Distribution; 3, 200-K
3,450-K

Relative Relative Energy Re Lative Eneny 3, 800-K

Wavelength
EnerIIY DistribtiOtl “’ DistriktiOn ““ f%otoflo~h

(COl 5)

(COTI ) (Col 2) (Col 3) (Col 4)

4b “ 10.55
14.57

360
12.89 17.37 26

370 49 “
15.53 20.45 31

380 53 “
18.47 23.79 37

390 57 “
21.70

97 ?n 42
Afin 65

-, ---
47
5225.23 31.20

29.03
3G 97

“.1 ,,-I

.-

410
420

430
.4A

-.

79
87

-- .-”

39.46 57
AQ RA 6089

94
.x .Iu
37.42
41.96

-..? ..-
48.36
52.99
57.71
62.49
:; .::

-. “a.’!

64
66
68
68
$;

76

-“
. . . It%

46.71
51.64
56.73
61.94
67.27
;; .:;

83:61
0 60

85

~o

nil
99---

540
<.Cn

89.10
94.57

~:.g

110:67

4.”

560
570
580

101
98
95
92
90
90
88
87
85
83
83
83
133

79

Iuo.’+o
H;.:9115.87

120.95
125.92
;;:.::

139:93
144.28
148.45
152.45
156.26
159.88
163.31
66.55
!69 .60

590
:5

620
630
640
650
660
670
680
$1~

109
110
99
97
95
93
91
90
90
89

/ (JU--- ;6 ●
1/

720 74 “ IL . . . .

● ~trepolated by use of other noturol radiation datO.

.. . . . .
149.17

-

-~pecIml-energy oistri”kurions are reloti
“e to Ioo. ul d MO YJ.
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5.2.6.4 The effective transmittance of the real decamired filter, weighied by the semi-

tivity of the Average Color Fi Im, is determined as follows:

Tg = SSaXt’> t>

~ sat ‘k

T, = ZSrxt’Xt X

Zsri’k

where: Tb is the effective transmittance of the reel fi Iter with respect to the blue

sensitive cOlOr film layer.

Tg is the effective transmittance of the real filter with respect to the green

sensitive color film layer.

Tr is the effective trammittcmce of the reel fi Iter with respect to the red

sensitive color film layer.

tx is the transmittance of the real filter at wavelength X.

SbXis the sensitivity of the avercge color fi Im blue sensitive layer cs

listed in Table V.

SgXis the sensitivity of the averoge color film green sensitive layer as

listed in Table V.

Srxis the sensitivity of the average color fi Im red sensitive layer m

listed in Table V.

t ‘x is the transmittance of the adopted lens as indicated in Table VI .

5.2.6.5 Tb , Tg , and Tr are converted to density ,,akes ard the neutral densiv cOmPO~nt

is subtracted to give the color contribution as in 5.2.6.3.

5.2.7 Method Vl, analysis of spectral trcmmittance of color compensating and color

printing filters.
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5.2.7. I The effective tronsmittonce of o color compensating filter is determined as follow:

where: Tb it the effective trotumittowe of the fi Iter with respect to the blue

sensitive overage color film Ioyer.

?3 is the effective trorumittance of the fi Iter with mqmct to the gmcn

samitive overoge color film layer.

T, is the effective transmittance of t@ filter with respect to the red

sensitive ovemge color film layer.

t ‘k is the tmnsmlrtance of the adopted Iem os Indicoted in Table IX.

t ~ i$ the transmittance of the real filter at wavelength

Sb>is the sensitivity of the aver-e color film blue semitiva Ioyer 5
listed in Table V.

S9Z is the sensitivity of the ove~e color film green sensitive layer

os listed in Table V.

S, ~ is the sensitivity of the ovemge color film red sensitive layer m

listed in Toble V.

5.2.7.2 Three eiiecrive rransmiirences arc converred ro riw correspom”ing efiecrive &“-

sities. I?w neutrol component common to the three effective derni ties is then subtracted for

each effective densi~ (D’ ) to give the fol Imwing color contribution:

o

Blue Green Red

T .90 .84 .62

D’ .05 08 21

Color contribution 0.00 0.03 . . 16
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5.3 Tests for ?esolurion . Two methds of testing for resolution are used. Cne methcd is

visual (telescopic) or-d the other method is photographic. In coses where the fi Iter does not

transmit enwgh light for convenient visual observation , the photographic methd must be used;

wltroviolet and infrared filters are tested using a photographic methcd .

5.3. I Criterion of resolution. In all tests the resolution is determined by observation of a

pottem of lines. The criterion of resolution to be used by the obewer is as follows: o pattern

is coruidered resolved if all six of the lines of the pattern can be individually distinguished

and counted.

5.3. 1.1 When specifying or measuring resolution the following factors shell be considered:

0.

b.

c.

d.

e.

whether the visual (telescopic) or photographic method shall be used ,

the illumination of the target.

type of fi Im and the method of processing when film is used .

kind of telescope when one is used.

m~nificafiOn Ot which the resOluti On patterns shell be reed.

5.3 .1.2 For reading resolution, o m~nific.ation of the lowest power which permits con- ●venienr viewing will give the highest resolution readings. A useful opproximaticm is that the

numerical value of the magnification equals the number of line: per millimeter expected to be

resolved .

5.3. 1.3 Vibration, such as that caused by vehicular traffic wtside the building, must be

clomped to minimize its effect on a test. The telescope or camem, the fi Iter under test, the

target; and the light source shcu Id be rigidly supported to prevent vibration. Unless so speci-

fied, the shutter of a comero used in a resolution test will not be used to control exposure.

This will prevent vi bmfion due to operation of the shutter,

5 .3.2 ?est !cr-y2t.

5.3.2. I The target used for all resolution tests shell consist of tmnspamnt, clear lines on

on opaque background The target shall have high contrast, with a demity difference between

the t mnsparent Ii nes and the opoque background of at least 2.0. The ~orget shal I consist of G

series of patterns decreasing in size as the sixth root of two. ” The mrge of patterns shall exceed

the resolution capabilities of the test system, A resolution element shall consist of two patterns
(two sers =! lines) at right angles to each other. Each pattern shall consist of three lit-e: sep-

aroted by spaces of equal width. Each line shall be five times os long os it is wide .
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5.3.2.2 The USAF target of 1951’ i: designed according to the specificotien indicoted in

porogroph 5.3.2.1. The target has ten groups. Eech greup ha six elements. Each element

COI-ISiSh of three horizontal and three verticol tines. Each pattern cm the target con be

identified by its group and element number.

●Available commercially fmm Buckbee-Mears and Co., St. Paul, Minn., or W. and l.. E.

Gurley, Inc., Troy, N .Y,

5.3.3 Method Vll, vixrol (telescopic) resolution teit.

5.3.3. I Equipment. ?%e following equipment is required far this test:

5.3.3 .1.1 A telescope with o focal length fmm II to 13 inches with on effective aperture

between 1.5 and 2 inches and an angular resolving pewer of less then five seconds. Means

d-sould be provided to mount the test fi Iter in front of the obiective and in a plane perpendic-

ular to the optical axis of the telescepe.

5.3.3 .1.2 A source of white light to illumirmte uniformly the test torget fmm the rear.

5.3.3 .1.3 A means of modulating the intensity of the illumination; i.e., diaphrogm or

neutral density filters between the light source and the target.

5.3 .3.2 Procedure. The test is periormed os follows:

5.3.3 .2.1 Center the target on the optical axis of the ielescope in o plane pe~endiculcr
to the axis. The target should be at such a di$tance that at least the ten largest targer ele-

ments shall be resolved, but several of the smallest elements shall be left unresolved.

5.3.3 .2.2 Illuminate the target evenly so that there are no hot spots, and establish o

convenient level of brightness.

5.3.3 .2.3 With the fflter holder on the telescope, sight through the telescope and focus

on the target; identify the group and element number of the smallest pattern that con be re-

solved. Increase the illumination and note the oattern re:olved. Continue to increase the
illumination until there is no increase in resolution. Note the smallest element that is

resolved. There should be no additional adjustment in focus during the tesr.
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5.3.3 .2.4 Place the filter in the filter holder in front of the telescope obiective. The

filter holder shwld allow only light passing thra~h the filter to enter the telescope. Increme

the illumination unti I no further charge in illumirmtion con effect on increase in resolution.

Note the smallest resolution element which can k resolved.

5.3.3 .2.5 Note the number of resolution elements lost due to the presence of the filter.

5.3.4 Methcd VII!, photographic resolution test.

5.3.4. I Equipment. This test requires the following equipment:

5.3.4.1.1 A 35mm camera with a 5(lnm focal Iergth lens. The camera lens, when tested

,, by Methad II Or A4thod 12 of Mil-Std-150A, shall hove an on-axis resolving pawer of et

least 120 lines per millimeter at the lens apertures at which it is to be used for testing filters.

5.3.4. 1.2 A filter adapter to hold the filter in front of the camera in a plone perpendic-

ular to the optl:ol axis and centered on it.

5.3.4.1.3 High amtrast resolution target as indicated in 5.3.2.

5.3.4.1.4 An electronic photoflash unit rated at 100 watt-secorns or more and auxiliary

diophragm or neutral density filters which con be used to mcdulote expasure intensity. ●
5.3 .4.1.5 A panchromatic emulsion capable of resolving !50 lines/millimeter should be

used to test filters which transmit radiation between 260 and 640 millimiimns. Filters” which

transmit on Iy in the infrared should be tested with the infrared emu Ision specified.

5,3,4.2 Procedure, The test shol I be performed as fol lows:

5.3.4.2. I The camena and test target should be mounted firmly in place i“ such manner

sa os to eliminote the vibration of the camera due to any extraneous source.

5.3.4 .2.2 The target should be centered on the optical axis of the cmr,em in o plcne

perpemdicu Iar to the axis and at least 20 focal lengths away from the camera .

5.3.4 .2.3 Provision should be made for uniform illumination of the toget fmm the rear

by the light source. A diophrcgm or neutral density filter(s) placed between the light source

and the target should be used to modulate expcsures (dependent upon the tr.admittance of the
test filtem).
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5.3.4.2.4 Select on aperture of at Ieost f/-4 for filters with a diameter oi 1.5 inches or

greater. For filters with diamaters Ies than 1.5 inches the ratio of filter diome!er to the

effective diameter of the lens aperture should be no greater than 3:1. The selected aperture

should not be altered during the test.

5.3.4 .2.5 Use the mngefinder to focus the camera on the target. Then make several

photographs to determine the correct level of illumination.

5.3.4.2.6 Locate the torget position of best focus. This is the distance ot which the

highest resolution con be obtained. lt is found by changing the target p~ition used in

5.3.4.2.5. The target is moved through a series of eqJol positive and negative distance

increments (towards and away from the camera). Exposures are nwde .at each distance

setting. A plot of resolving power vs. distunce i$ made to determine the distance intervol

within which the position of best focus is located. The above procedure is repeated until

the rest.lui ion cannot be increased by o change in torget distance when the increment used
is 1/4 the size of the smallest increment which effected a change in resolution.

5.3,4.2.7 Exposure time if controlled by the light source. All illumination and stray

light should be eliminated before making cm exposure. Then the shutter i~ opened, the

electronic flash ffred, and the shutter closed.

5.3.4.2.8 A control apocure is made in the manner described above with the target

at the position of best focus and best illuminotien; i ..s., giving the highest resolving power.

The filter adapter, which will be used to hold the test filter, dmuld be mounted in position.

5.3.4 .2.9 A te!t exposure is made in the same monner at the conrmi exposure except

that a filter being tested is mounted over the Ierw in a plane perpendicular to the opticol

axis and with the filter center essentially at the opticol axis. Exposure adjustment (to

compensate for Ii Iter density) should be with a light source diaphragm or neutml density
filters between the light source and the torget.

5.3.4.2.10

posures.

5.3.4 .2. ii

5.3.4.2.12

A minimum of one control exposure \hould be made for every ten test ex -

Oeveiop rite test ii im occoming IO monuiacwrer’s insrrucrions.

Note the number of resolution elements lost due to the presence of the fiiter.
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5.3.4.2.13 It is possible that the resolution with o filter may be greater than that obtained

without it. The lens may hove a noticeable ❑mount of longitudinal chromatic aberration re-

sulting in color fringes in the selected focal plane. A filter transmitting a narrow region of

the spectrum may reduce the color fringes cind thus increase resolution.

5.4 Tests for homogeneity. fie homogeneity tests (shadowgraph and polari~cope) may be

applied tO all types filters when such tests are specified. Homogeneity refers to the uniformity
anmng area elements of o fi Iter. Poor distribution of colorant will show up in the shadow-

gmph test by causing certain areas to appear darker than others. The presence of striae

(streaks or veins) will also be revealed. Unequnl Iy distributed stresses within a fi Iter may be

due to improper annealing of the filter and poor mounting or clamping. These stresses can be

obsewed in the polariscope test.

5.4. ! Method IX, shadowgraph test. This test is performed using a shadowgraph, which

includes a concentrated light source, consisting of a 2-watt concentrated arc lamp and an

associated power supply, a 20-inch by 20-inch ground glass screen (medium texture), and a

rr,eans of holding the fi Iter between the light source and screen. The test shall be performed

in a darkened room so that the only illumination that falls on the screen is from the light

source via the filter. &amine the color proiected on the screen for any irreguiorities or
lack of evenness.

5.4.1. I Set up the equipmen: with the fi Iter holder between the light source and the

screen with a distance of two meters between the arc and the screen. Place the filter normal

to the optics! axis of the system in such ❑ position that the image fills the screen. ●
5.4.1.2 The image of the Fi!ter should be inspected for a lack of homogeneity; i.e., a

difference in color or transmittance over any ❑rea of the fi Iter, not due to an air bell or an

inclusion. Inspection also shouid be macie for delamination or cracks.

5.4.2 Method X, polariscope test. The polariscope consisis of a light source and two
linear polarizers. The light source illuminates one polarizer. The second polarizer, pamllel

to the first, is illuminated by light passing through the first. A fi Iter to be tested for stress

is ploced between the two polariscope polarizers in a position parallel to them. A filter

with no stresses wi I I appear uniformly light or dark . A filter with stresses will hove light and
~.7,.!: ----,=cs ~r s:ri=:i.ms. ~~wre i>,cul~’ be no change ;O the ~ransmiss ion of :iw filter as i: is

rc,tated nor should any striations appear. The tronsmi$sion of polarizing filters when so tested

will change with the angle of rotation of the filter, but no striations should appear.
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5.5 &&thod Xl, lest for Deviation. Deviation i$ measured by theongle through which

o my of light is deflected m it passes through o filter. Deviation is due to wedging; i .e .,

the non-pgrollelism of the two surfoces of the fi Iter. Acceptable deviation limits are reloted
10 the size of filters with Imger limits permissible for larger filtem.

5.5. I Equipment . The equipment required for this test is as follows:

5.5. 1.1 A tele$ccpe with a dot or cross lime reticle. The telescope should hcwe an
odapte, to hold the filte, in front of the telescope obiective in o, plane perpe@icular to the

opticoi axis.

5.5.1.2 A target with two concentric circles omd o dot or crossline at the center of the

circles. The rodius of the outer circle should be 1.5 times that of the inner circle.

5.5.1.3 A light xwrce to illuminate the target .

5.5.2 Procedure . Perform test 5 follows:

5.5.2. I Place the totget at o distance from the telescope obiective where the rc#ius of

the inner circle subtend$ an orgle of five minutes. (fhe ratio of the rmfius of the inner

circle to the distonce from the center of the target to the obiective is 0.00145.)

5.5. 2.2 Sight through the terescope at the target, and align the system so the: the dot

in the cen:er of the target is superimposed on the iunction OF the horizontal end vertical

lines of the telescope reticle .

5.5.2.3 Ploce the filter in the filter odapter mounted in front of the telescope obiective

and note the amount by which the center of the telc~cope reticle is displaced as o result of

the presence of the filter.

5.6 Method X11, Test for Actinic Rodiation Stability.

5.6. I Equipment . The equipment required for the radiotion test is commercially ovoil-
.L I -r .I..-- .2. !: :=4-.::::: -. 40.: !c!lv.vin=:

5.6. I. I A corban orc lamp surrounded by o No. 92WPX Pyrex gloss bulb. The arc is
to be run at o current between II and 13 ompores DC or 15 to 17 amperes AC (60 cps).
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5.6. 1.2 A provision for holding the filter under test at a distance of 10 inches from the

arc, .m.i cop.able of rotating the filter around the arc et a rate between two and four times

per minute . The filter under test shell be within +4 inches oi a horizontal plane pining

through the arc.

5.6. 1.3 A block panel with on attached thermometer, ccipable of being mounted i“ the

same position as the fi Iters under test. The block panel shal I be o sheet of metal approxi -

mately 2-3/4 x 5-7/8 inches in size, with the sensitive portion of the stem of a bimetallic

dial-type thermometer mounted in the center. The panel and the thermometer stem shell

have been sproyed with two cmts of o bokec! non-reflecti W light-resistant block enamel .

During the test, the block pcnel shell be mnintoined at n temperature of 125 +5 degrees F,

using the temperature-control mechonism.

5.6.2 Calibration of equipment. The equipment shell be checked before use for possible

weor of the cobon arc, for deterioration of the black coating on the block panel, for clean-
Ii msss of the Pyrex g lass, ~nd for proper opereticm of the temperature control mechanism. In

oddition, the device shall be calibrated using standad fading strips obtoinoble from the
p~otional gureou of Standads, Washington 25, !3 .C The strips are contained in a bOOk, tO-

gether with light-sensitive paper, at-d are calibrated by exposure to the Bureau’s Master

Fading Lamp. ?erform the colibrotion as follows:

5.6.2.1 Place the light-sensitive paper in the holder for the filter without nny bricking,

onci expose it for 20 hours. ●
5.6.2.2 Remove the paFer cmd let itstand for two hours in the dark at room temperature.

5.6.2.3 CcmPore the paper with the standard fading strips to determine the exposure

in Stc.ndord Fading Houm required to d~plicote the fading of the test piece In performing

the comparison, ovoid soilir-g the surfoces of the strips beii-g compared, and place the strips

side by side, trimming off any roqh edgesl if present Use o daylight source or o fluorescent

lamp with o daylight color f6r this comparison.

5.6.2.4 Derive a cm-wersion iactor that relates the number of hours of exposure to the

number of Standard Fodicq Hours. Adimt the arc Iamn to oroduce an ~pmximote ~“e-to-ow

relationship The foctor should not be higher the” 1. I since this results i“ too high o fadicg

rote.

5.6.2.5 Durirg the performance of the test, place severol pieces of the light-sensitive

pccer in the sample helders so that the fcding opelation .moy be monitored During the test,
remove strips at vortous :i,~,e-. ond compcre them with the standard fading strips using the method

indico ied in 5.6. 2.3. In rhi: mcm”er verify that the lamp is moiniaining proper intensity

during the resr
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5.6.3 Procedure Perform tesr as follows:

5.6.3.1 Ploce the filter under te$t in the holder. Position the block ponel and light

sensitive paper in sample holders.

5.6.3.2 Perform the test for 24 Stardord Fading Hours using the foaling strips ad coli-

brotion procedure described in poragraph 5.6.2.

5.6.3;3 After the fading test, the filter shall be tested in o spectrophotometer and the

transmission chorocreristic~ compared with those meow red prior to the test .

5.7 Temperature and Humidity Tests. After eoch environmental test described in Wro-

grmphs5.7.1 through 5.7.l. 3 (fYpe I fi~!embnd 5.7.2 through 5.7.2.3 (Type II filters),
grode B Cltem shall be impected to determine their compliance with resolution, deviation,

ond homogeneity requirements. H Iter tands, when present, should not be affected by the

tests. Filter spectral transmittance shall be within the specified requirement: after envirssn-

mentol tests. Grode C filterc shell be irspected for homogeneity and deterioration at the
filter edge . Filter spectral transmittance sIw II be within the specified requirements after

environmental tests.

5.7. I Type I filters. Unless othemvise specified, tests on Type I filtem shall be performed
with the filters in their individual wrapping and packaging os delivered by the ~nufac~urer.
When testing without pack~ing ii specified, filters in test chc.mbers shell be wppoded, at

their ed~e$, by non-corrossive metols or plcsric: which ore not affected by!the test ccnc’i:ions.

5.7. I.1 Method X111, high -temperowre test . Test mmples shell be ploced within o test

chamber at room temperature. Th e temperature shell be roised to 120”F within a one-holf to

two hour period. This temperature shell be maintained for six hours. The filters then shell be

al lowed to reach IDO.= temperature before inspection os specified in 5.7.

5.7. 1.2 Method XIV, low-temperature test. Filters shell be placed within the test chamber

❑t room te mpe rat u re. The tempe mture shall be lowered to -65°F. This temperature shal I be

mointoined for six hour:. The filters !hen shall be allowed to reoc$ room temperature before
in:se~?icn ~ \c.eci Fi* in 5.7.

5.7. 1.3 Method XV, humidity test . The :CS: chomber shall be brought to o temperature
of 96°F ond 86 percent relotive humidity. The test somples shall then be ploced in the test

chamber. At Ieost five sides of each filter pockoge shall be in contact with the otmesphere of

the test chorker. The filters shell be maintained at 96°F ond 86 percen: relati..,e F.umidity for

48 hours. The iilters rhen shall be brought to room temperature ond humidity before inspecticm

os specified in 5.7.

I
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5.7.2 Type II and Type Ill filters. Tests on Type II and Type Ill filters shell be performed

with the filters in their individual packoges unless othemwise specified . In all tests, the filter

pcwkmes shall be exposed at least on five sides to the atmosphere of the test chamber. When

!esting without pack~i r-g is spcified, the test f!l!em shell be supported at their edges by non-

corrosive metals or a plostic which is not affected by the test conditions.

5.7.2. I Method XVI, high-temperature t~t . Test samples shall be placed in the test

chcmber at room temperature The temperature should be raised to 160”F . This temperature

shell be maintained for six hours. The ~mples then shall be .aIluwed to reach rcmm ~emperature

before inspection as specified in 5.7.

5.7.2.2 Method XVI 1, low-temperature test. The test samples shal I be placed with the

test chamber at room temperature . The temperature shal I be lowered to -65°F ar-d this temr

peroture maintai n-d for six hours. The test “samples then shal I be brwght to room temperature

..before inspection as specified in 5.7.

5.7.2.3 Me!hcd XVIII , humidity test The humidity chamber shall be brough! to a

temperature of 145° F and 90 percent relative humidity . The test sompl~ shell then be placed

in the test chamber. At least five sides of each fi Iter package shall be in contact with the

ot,no sphere of the ted chamber. The filtem she; l be maintained at the specified cocdi iions

for 48 hcurs. The filters then sholi be brought to room tempemture before inspection as

spacified in 5.7.

custodians

Army - EL

Navy -AS

Air Force -70

Review Activities

Navy -AS

Air Force -70

Other -NS.4

Preparing Activity

Army -EL

Coordination Method Cede -C
Proiect No. 6760-0327

lJser Activities

Army -Ml, MO
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APPENDIX

10. REFERENCE MATERIAL

o

10.1 General. The nsoteriol covered in this appendix does not form o port of this stondaml.

It is pro.-nmrily, to describe the applications of filtem and as reference material. A

reference list intended for use by thae preparing speci ficotions OMI precuremenr documents is

olsa provided .

10.2 Applications of Filtetx.

10.2.1 General. This section describes the sapplicotians or design functions of photo-

graphic filters.

10.2. I. I Two groups of filters may be distinguished by their design functions. Them ore

those Filtem which have specific design functiorw, such os the C- I-80B which is designed to

convert the spectral energy distribution of a photoflood Ion-p to thot of daylight. Another

group of filters hove design functions which connot be rigidly defined because their uw is

deperdent upon the photogmpher’! analysis of the subiect ond his desired interpretation of

it. The B-2-6, which is designed to give more occurote rendition to outdoor photographs, is

typicol of this group. Red and blue obiects would photcgmph os identicol greys if the products

of their spectral reflected intensity and their emulsion spectral sensitivity were equoi . To

make them dis:inguishoble in the phomgroph, o .phOlOgropher cOuid use o yell- filter. This

would result in .Y photcgroph with lighter grey representing the red portion ond o darker grey

representing the blue porticn.

10.2 .1.2 The choice between the applications of filtem such os B-2-6, B-2-8, m-id B-2-9,

which may be described respectively as designed for partial correction outdoors, full correc-

tion atdoors, and mcderate correction c.utdoom, is ultimately dependent upon the photographer’s

analysis of 011 aspects of the phot~rahic scene, his ob; lity tO visuOlize h~ the phOt%rapfiic

emulsion will mprcduce the scene, and how different filters will mcdify thot reproduction to

give him the desired result .

!C.2. !.2 Thc:e fl!$cz whc:e prc;sr q= Flic=ticn t. . . . . . .. . . . ...-. . . . . ~.. ..-~..-.. . 4.,. -:--4 ,-.. .L. -LC$=.--l:.l: S./=!.-.-

ation of the photographic set, are best described by their transmittance properties. These

filters ore used to enhonce the contrast of certoin colors or to reduce the; r contrast. For

example, yellcw stains on o document beirg copied con be eliminated or their effect on con-
trast reduced by the use of a yellow filter. The general rule is that to reduce t~ cOn-

trast of on ckiiect being photographed, use o filter which tronsmit~ the same -~;or am” 10

increme its contr=t, use o Fil!er which absorbs the COIOr Of the Obiec:.
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10.2. i .4 The infcrmcticn which is presented here is intended to serve as o general guide

in the selection OF the filter transmittance desired for a particular photcgrophic situation.

iO.2.2 Light scattering .

10.2.2. I The photographic effect of light scattered dw to atmospheric haze con be

greatly reduced by filters which ❑bsorb in the short wavelength region of the photographic

specttum. The scattering of light in the atmosphere is o function of the wavelength of the

light; the amount of scattering increases with decreasing wavelength.

10.2 .2.2 ,& the subiect-to-comero distance increases, the light scafteri~ also incre~es

due to the greeter volume of haze between the subiect ond comers.

10.2 .2.3 All filters used to reduce haze should absorb in the ultraviolet. To eliminate

haze, extreme Iy distant scenes shou Id be photcg r.aphed through t7Item transmitting only

wavelengths above 600 mw . AS the distance between the photographer and the photographed

subiect decreases, fi Item tronsmi tting shorter wavelengths become suitable.

10.2.3 Detoil in dark colored obiect. To enhance the detail in o dark colored obiect,

US* a filter of the some color.

10.2.4 Polarized light. Normal light may be assumed to consist of vibrations in all

planes which are at right angles to the direcrion of propagation. A polarizer transmits light

vibrating in only one plane and absorbs the o!her components of the light. It has little or ●
no olfecr on the coior of the light.

10.2.4. I .When o rcy of light which is pclarized is incident upon a polarizing filter, it

moy ~ transmitted, portio I Iy absorbed, or comp Iete Iy obscrbed, dependi w on the angle of
rotation of the fi Iter. This prcrperty of polarizing fi Iters con be put to use in photography

wherever polarized light is encountered .

10.2.4.2 Polarized light isusu.ally present in the glossy specular reflection from non-

metallic surfaces, water, snow, glass, etc These obiectional reflections can be subdued

or elimirw ted Ey the croper rotet ion of o ool.ari zing filter.

10.2 .4.3 Skylight traveling at right angles to the sun is polarized Thus, the sa!urotion

of the blue color of the sky in color photographs con be voried with o polarizing fi Iter, or

the sky darkened when photographing with both block and white, ond color fiim.
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10.2.5

10.2.5.

Correction of block and white photographs.

1 The hunwn eye is most sensitive to rodiotion in the vicinity of SS5 mw. %;s is

Shown grophicolly in Figure A. A ponchromotic emulsion whom semitivity cwve duplicoteo’
the luminosity curve of the eye wculd intepret colom in densitiet os o function of their visuol

luminosity . ‘

o

10.2 .5.2 This is ust. mllywhor ii desired in the use of correction filters (B-2-8, 3-2-II,

6-2-13). Panchromatic emulsions ore ordinarily too semitive to ultmvielet and blue, end

obiects prirnorily reelecting this rodiat ion will have too greet o relss)ive luminosity in the

phOtogroph . Similarly, panchromatic emvkiom nsoy hove too high o sensitivity to red light

ond some control in this region is desiroble.

10.2.6 Safelight fil!ers. Safelighr filters halo only & used in .accwdonce with mOlSU-

facturer’s recommenoorions. Table A presentx only e Seneml statement of filter utility.

10.2.7 Primw applications. Tssble B presents a Iitt of filters with their applications.
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Table A

Scfelight Filtem

Fi her No. I +plicotion

S-2-0A

S-2-OC

S-2-00

s-5-1

S-5-IA

s-5-2

s-3-3

S-5-60

s-3-7

S-5-8

s-5- 10

S-5-555

Contact printi W and enlarging popers.

High-speed enlarging papers, including Kcdok

P01yc0ntru5t papers.

Flesh exposure technique with Kodak Magenta Contoct

Screens.

Blue-sensitive fi Ims and plates, such as Kodak Commercial
film and Kcdak l.antem Slide Plates; Kodogmph Projec-

tion pcper; ond Kodak Elect mccmdiograph 797 paper.

Kcdolith materiels, Kodog mph Contact papers, Kodok

Electrocor3icgruph film.

Orihochmmatic fi Ims and p !ates, Kodagraph Fast Projec-
tion paper, and green ~emitive film for photoraliography.

Panchromatic films and piates.

X-ray film blue-sensitive film for photorodiogmphy, Kodak

Elect rocordicgraph 553 paper, and Kodok Electrocardio-

graph film.

Infrered-semitive fi Ims and plates arid Kodak Ektocolor
Print film. Not safe for orthochronmtic materials.

Eostman Color Print Fi Im, Type 5385.

For use with Kxlak Color Print Material, Types C and R;

Kodak Ponalure paper.

For use with high speed printing papers.
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Table B

Filters With Specific Application

Fi Iter

B-D -18A

B-l-47

8-I-47B

B-l-98

B-2-O

B-2-6

B-2-8

B-2- 13

B-2-90

B-3-II

0-3-40

S-3-.7

B-3-58

0-3+”6

B-3-W

Application

Ultmviolet photography. Fi Iter absorba visible spectmm; trammits

ultraviolet .

Direct blue color sepamtion from color negstlve film.

Direct blue color sepomti- from tronspnrencies at-d color negative

mote rio la.

Blue fi Itar for tricolor exposure of color Wper. Equivalent to

B-1-47B and P-2-28.

Fi Iter used to compensate for o filter of equivalent optical path,

Partial correction of blue for daylight ponchmmotic shots.

Full correcticm for daylight panchromatic shots with Type 8 film

higher sensitivity to green than Type C film).

Corrwcts Type C panchromatic film exposed by tungsten lights.

Nonchrornutic viewing filter.

Corrects Type B ponchmmatic moteriols exp~ed with tu~ten light.

Corrects Type C moterials outdocm.

Two-color photography (tungsten).

?.,vo-:alor ~kntcgrcph;~ (dcy light).

Tricolor for direct green separation.

Contrast effects in ndical photography.

Densitemetric measurennt oi color ‘;1-s and pupem.
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Filrer

B-3-99

B-4-34A

B-5-25

B-5-29

B-5-70

3-5-92

C-I-IA

P-2-28

fable B (Cent’d)

Filfem Mth Specific Applications

AFpiicati On

For use in controlling green exposure of color papers exposed

through co Ior negative materials. Equivo lent to B-3-61 and

0-2-16.

Blue separation in Kodak Fluorescence process.

Tricolor red for direct color separation.

Tri color red for direct co Ior separation from transparencies and
i n Ko30k Fluorescence.

Printing red color on color sensitive Faper with color negotives.

Densitometric measurement of red on color Ii Ims ard papers.

Reduces excess blue or-d ultraviolet in color photograph in shade

under a clear clue sky.

Absorbs obiectionoble tiltravioler in tungsren lamFs used in

color printing

10.3 Reference Material

10.3.1 General. The moteriol covered in this appendix does not form a pafi of this

standard . -vialed primarily os reference material A reference Iisr intended for use

by those preporing specifications and procurement documents is OISO provided.

,,- ,”-!.. J;., ., L,,.:-- .r 4 ,\ ;-L.!....’. ,,, . er!ar g,,. “,.1 !l --.!-,, ., sr, =,.!.

IC.3 .2. I The nm~t widely used light source in photography is daylight. This light source

is usuolly described by a color temperature. However, detoi led studies have indicated thot

dcylight varies considerably in color quality depending upcn t$e locution, time Of day, Ond

arnw+c+eric conditions.
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10.3 ,2.2 Filters which ore designed to convert the spectrol energy distribution of daylight

to that of a known ertificiol scurce cgn only kc accurate when the doylisht distribution it

approximately equa I to thot distribution for which the fi Iter was designed.

10.3 .2.3 Wen the sky is cloudy, the atmosphere is hozy, Or it cOntoinj ~preciOble

amounts of smoke, the color temperature mW be expected to be lower than for thot temper-

ature for which filters are designed . This follows fmm the fact thot light of shorter wove-

Iengths will be scattered more than light of Iorger wavelength.

10.3 .2.4 In Toble C, doto for over-e spectral energy distributions of five phases of

daylight ore shown. This doto w.a reported by Toylor and Kerr’ in the viciniw of Cleveland,

Ohio between the hours of 9:30 A.M. orsd 3:30 P.M.

10.3.3 The mired system.

10.3.3. I General. B1.ackbmly type i Iluminonts fincandescent rodiators) ore usuolly des-

cribed by on - color temperature (degrees Kelvin). This color temperature is the

teqerature of an idm I block body with the same chromaticity os the incandescent scwrce

being rated .

0 10.3 .3.2 In the mired system chromoticity of light sources are described by the micro-

recipmcal of the color temperature in degrees Kelvin.

10.3 .3.3 The advantages obtained by using this system are m follow:

10.3.3.3. i A smell interval In recipmcol temperature represents an appraximoteiy equol

difference in chromaticity, regardless of the color temperotum. Thus, when color teqer-

oture is specified, it is impassible to perceive that at 20, COO°K o difference of IOO”K repre-

sents o color shift equivalent to 1° at 2,000”K. However, o difference of I mired represents

an approximately eqw I color shift for o 50- or 500- mired source .

10.3 .3.3.2 A filter with o mired value will shift that some mired value in o variev of

color remoemtures, for example:

I
Toylor, A.H . and Kerr, G . P., “The Distribution of Energy in the Visible Spec!mm of

D-light, ” I. O. S. A., 31, 3 (1941).
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Color temperature
of source

2800

3000

3200

34CQ

40C0

5500

6500

Mired value

of source

3R4

333

313

294

250

182

154

Mtred value of

source

modified by

+40 mired filter

424

373

353

334

290

222

I 94

10.3 .3.4 Filters which lower the color temperature of o scurce have positive mired shift

values and, are usually yellow in color. Fi Iters that raise the opporent color temperature of

o source hove negative mired shift values and are blue in color.

10.3 .3.5 Mired \.alues are ummlly applied to color temperatures rargimg from 2,0CO”K

to 20, OflO° K.

10.3.4 Theoretical tasis and limitations of mired systems,

10.3.4. I Wien’s equation for o radiator of temperature t cmd wavelength ~ is

(1) JXt = CIA-5 , -cz~t

Where: J is radiant energy

t is temperature

Xs wmve length

10.3 .4.2 The ratio of the expression ~t two temperatures gives the transmittance of an

ideal conversion filter as o function of wavelength .
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Table C

Relotive Spectral Enemy Distribution of Five Fhmcs of

National Doylight (Averages).

Sun plw North

WOve- ~ky, hori - skyligh!

length Direct zonto I Overcast on 450

(mgstroms) sunlight

Zenith
plane Sb plone @

Ralotive Energy

4fxxl 49 63 59 105 165
4100
4200
4300
44CU
45C0
4600
4700
4800
4900

98
98

78
F3
m
94
%

E
53
90
94

a
94
98
97
101
110
112
112
110
108
104
I00
98
97
90

:
89
87
&i

z .JGL .2’W

color t

5JJ >°K 00000 K

:
B4
79
75

6100 w 87 a 72
6203 85 82 70
63C0 % 84 82 68
641M 85 82 86
6500 84
66W

84
%

z
83 59

6700 E
N303

80 g ~: $!

691M % ;:
. .

7000 85
5

%
45

54 42

Trr linear coorchnares, I. C.I. COl Orim*t* .vslem
x 033

: :?:
o. 2

Y
. j~$

o.3t
.32- ----
.259

. . . .
.429 .458

emperaturo

~

34
52

.. . .... . .. . . . . . ...

i3 0.$::
?n

0.;$:

.-
( 100GQ”K I.tl CU°K
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10.3 .4.3 k can be seen from eauation (2), one fi Iter will satisfy all cases for which

10.3 .4.4 Since J~t2 in equation.

~

expressed in logarithmic form as (3)

(2) is the transmittowe, this equation may be

D =-py)(+2-#
10.3,4.5 Since equation (3) bs bee” derived from Men’s low, it will be subiect to

the inaccuracy of this law at long wwele”gths and high temperatures. The description of

the chrornoricity &ideol black bodies by the l.c. ! . stacdard observer and coordinate system

is facilitated by the isotemperatum Iine# by which color points slightly off the Planck ion

locus con be assigned appr~riote color temperatures. Table D correlates color tempemtures
based upon these two ftwrrwl~s.

2Judd., D. B., “Gtimotion of Chromaticity Differences ard F&crest Color Temperature en

the Standard 1931 I .C. 1. Colornwtic Coordinate System, “ J .0. S. A. 421 (1936).

Table D3

Ccrreiotion of Wien and Plonck Color Temperatures

Color temperotu m, “K Reciprccol temperature, mireds
Wien Planck Difference l/Wien l/Planck Difference

4000 4 OC6
50CXI 5028

25(3 24?.6
2:

f.f
200

60W
198.9

6075
7000

166.7 164.6 2:1
7158

8oml
1:: 142.9

8293
139.7 3.2

293 125.0
9000

120.6 4.4
9512 512 111.1

I 0000
105.1 6.0

10840
!lnwl@

100.0 92,2 7.8
l?? 10

I 2000
IY:

13950
90,9 81.2

1950
I ~oi)o

63.3 71.7 l?::
15770 2770

I 4000
76.9 63.4 13.5

17845
I 5000

3845 71.4
20240

50.0 15.4
5240 66.7 49.4

160130
17.3

22880 6880
I 7000

62.5 43,7 18.8
25Ti0 8770

18000
58.5 38.8 2C. O

2g7413 I0740 55.6 34.8 20.0

3E$tey, R.S, ,,The Correlation of Color Tenmerotures Based on the Wen ad the plOnck

Radiotion Formulas, “ J. O. S. A., 28, 2%3 (1938).
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10.3.5 Errors caused by filtet-s4. The use of a plane-parollel gloss plate (such ce o filter)
in the optical path oia camera will introduce the followirg errom:

Displacement of the focal plem

Image distortion

Abermtions affecting Iem definition

10.3.5. I Displacement of the focal plame . The insertion of o filter between Iem and
focol plane displaces the focal p lone awoy from the let-a, the amount alow rhe axis being

abt 1/3 the thickness of the filter. lhis axial displocament is expressed M

displacenmnt = T - T
m

in which T = filter thicknem and N n filter index of refmction. The irdex of refraction for

meet ti Item i, *pmximotely I .52. The above expre~ion is not absolutely cor~ct for off-axis

rays, in that the filter intraiuces curvature of field . This causes images of points near the
edge of the fiald to have a g,eater displacement then the image of an axial peint. Thtn the

field of best irrmgery is convex towad the lens and the curvature (measured parallel to the

axis) can be computed fmm the equation

cuwoture = T

m(’ -*)

in which B and B’ (see Figure B) are connected by the relation

Sin B=N

mm

in which B il the angle of incidence and B’ is the argle of refraction. For example, tk cuw-

ature inttuduced by ~ filte, 4 millimeters thick ~rd with an irdex 6f refraction of 1.52 is 0.58

millimeters at o point 45 degree$ off the axis. If the imoge field of a photographic Iem is

concave the use of a filter will help to flatten the field.

4heric=n Socie~ of Photqrommetv,
“Monual of Photogrommetry, “ Second Edition,

p-e 44 (1552).
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10.3 .5.2 Image distortion.

10.3.5.2. I The radiol distortion introduced by insertion of ~ fi Iter into the cpticol system

results in a radial displacement d an imcge point toward or oway from the center of the field,

depending cm whether the filter is between lens ~nd image or between lens and obiect, res-

pectively (see Figure B). The magnitude of distortion is shown in Toble E which gives dis-
tortion error (expressed CISo decimal part of filter thickness) for rays ~t ongu Lx distances (in

degrees) from the center of the field. The distortion varies with the index of refraction (N)

of the glass. The index used in computing the table is 1.52, approximately the same os for

md filters. Chcnges in distortion due to charge of index are negligible. For index values

between 1.48 and 1.56, the table values are correct to 3 in the fourth place for angles up to

25 degrees, and 6 in the fourth place for .a~’les between 25 cmd 50 degrees.

10.3 .5.2.2 Note the followi W when ccmputing distortion error: (1) A filter located any-

wFere between lens and object causes o r.adiol displacement of on imege point owoy fmm (sign

assumed +)the center of the field, the magnitude being equal to the value in the table multi-

plied by filter thickness ond scale ratio. The scale ratio (imoge to cbiect size) is very smell,

OFprOximately 1:20, OIXI, in the case of on aerial c.arrwr.a. For the purpose o! distortion com-

putation it may be considered to be zero, hence the im=e distortion caused by a filter in

front of a comers lens wi II be zem. That is, when the obiect is essentially at infinity, the

light rays striking the fi Ite. r are parallel and therefore, there is M image distortion. (2) A

fi Iter located anywhere between lens at-d image causes a rodiol displacement of an imcge

point toward the center of the im~e field equal to the value in the table multiplied by filter

thickness only .

!O .3.5.3 Abewatior,s ~ffecting lens definition. The aberrations in a well designed lens
bcve been Imianced to the point where their effects will not adversely affect picture quolity .

It is most important therefore, that a filter Iocored in the opticol path of the Iem does not

couse that ba lance to deteriorate . The effect of curvature of field error (discussed under

displacement of the focal plane, 10.3.5.1) may be reduced by reducing the size of the lens

openi W . Such error reduction is due to an increase in depth of field. It should be noted,

however, thnt this procedure is not ❑lwoys possible because it decreases the ommnt of light

reachin~ the film Distortion error fpreviously discussed) is not reduced by reducing the size

of the lens opening

10,3.6 References.
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Table E

Distortion lntroducedhya Plane- Parollel Plote

Expressed as a Decimal Port of the Plate Thickness

Half angular Distortion Half angular Distortion

field (degrees) N= I.52 field (degrees) N= I.52

I 0.0303 26

2

0.0197

O. COOL? 27

3

C.0222

O.ooco 28 0.0251

4 O.COCI 29 0.(?281

5 0. Ixol 30 0.C315

A 0.0C02 31 0. I?352

7 O.oou 22 o.m91

8 0.0C05 33 0. C434

9 0, CU?07 34 0.0481

10 O.CQIO 35 0.0532

II

!2

13

14
15

0.W14

0. CK319

o. C022

c . ffi29

0.0035

36

37

38

39

40

0.0587
0.C646
0.0710

0. C779

0.0854

16 0.W43 41 0. W34

17 0.0051 42 0.1021

18 0.0C61 43 0.’1114

19 0.CC73 44 0.1215

20 0.0C85 45 0.1324

21 0.:2?9 <~ 0,!4AI
22 0.0115 47

23

0.1566

0.0133 48

24

0.1702

0.01.52 49

25

0.1848

0.0173 50 0.20C6
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10.3 .6.1 List of non-mondator-y references. The followicg Iisfs are forinfornmtion onlyond

ore not to be considered ~pplicoble to this stardord in any other seruc. These documents will

not be supplied by the procuriq activity.

10.3.6. 1.1 Americon Standards Auociotion.

PH2.11-1958 - Daylight Type Color Films.
PH2 .20-1960 - Sensitametric Exposure of Artificial Light Color Films,

Merhcd for.

PH3 .17-1958 - Photographic Filter Sizes.

PH3 .37-1961 - Selective Transmission ofa Photcgmphic Lens,

Test Msthod for.

258.1.2-1952 - Nomenclature m-d Definition in the Field of

Calorimetry.

Z58-7.2 .3.1951 - Methods of Meosuring and Specifying Color.

10.3 .6.1.2 Journol of the Opticol Society of America.

A“ Proposed Scale for Use in Specifying the Chronwticity of Incandescent lllumin-

onts and Various Phoses of Daylight, 1. G. Priest - 23. 41 (1933).

Apprainmte Spectrol Energy Distribution of Skylight, K. S. Gibson - 30, M (1940).

Color Desigmtions for Lights, K . L. Kelly -33, 627 (1943).

Calorimetric Specifications of Wrotten Light Filtem, Dovid L. Mac@am -
VOJ35, 10 (Oct. 1945).

Criterio and the lntemity-Epoch Slope, B. P. Ramsey, E. L. Clevelond,
C. T. Kcppius - Vol. 31 (Jan. 1941).

Improvement of Phot~raphic Color Rendering by Correction Fi Item,

A. Van Kreveld - Vol. 36, 7 (July 1946).

Resolving Power of Photqrcphic Emul\ions, P. Hariharon Vol. 46, 5 (May 1956).

Spectrol Energy Distribution of the International Commission on Illumirtnricn

Light Sources, Raymond Davis, Kosson S. Gibson, ond Geroldine Walker

Houpt - Vol 43, (Me. rch, 1953) pF. 172-176.
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The Correlation of Color Temperatures Based on the Wien and the Planck

Rodiation Formulas, R. S. Estey -28, 293 (1938).

The Distribution of Energy in the Visible Spectrum of Daylight, A. H . Taylor

and G. ?. Kerr- 31, 3 (1941).

The Opticol Properties of Light Filtem, C. E. K. h= - (Dee. 191.5),

10.3.6 .1.3 Books.

Color Photography in the Studio: Eastman Kodok Co. Publication No. E-76 (1957).

Fi her Manual, Carl &kel: Camero Craft publishing Co. San Francisco 5,

Colif. (1953).

Infrared and Ultraviolet Photography: East,-nan Kujak Co., Pub Iicotion

No, M-3 (1959) .

Kcdak Color Detoguide: Eostman Kcdak Co. , Publication ,No. R-19 (1960)

Krnok Color Films: Eostmon Kcdok Co., Publication No. E-77 (1959).

Kcdok Filrm: Eastm5n Kodak Co., Publicotiem No. F-1 (1958).

Kcdok Filtem and Pole-Screens: Eastman Kodak Co., Publication No. B-1 (1961).

Kcdak Wrctten Filters: Eostm.an Kodak Co., Publication ND. B-3 (1960).

Manual of Photog mrnmetty: America” Society of Photogrommetry,

Washington, D.C. (1944, 1952).

Method for Determining the Resolving Power of Photographic l-emes:

NBA circular 533, 20 Moy 1962, United States Department of Commerce,

National Bureau oi Stam%ds.

Military Standard Photographic Lenses, MI L-STD-150A: 12 My 1959,

United Stotes Deportment of Defen:e.
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Military Stonderizotion Ham’book G lo~aty of Photographic Ternm

(including Document Repmductio”), Ml L-H DBK-25: 20 Febt-umy 1961,

Deportment of the ,4r.my Technical Manual.

Photo-Lab-Index: Morgan and Morgan, Inc. , 1962.

Precision Measurement and Calibmtion, optics, Metrolcgy ad Rdiotion-

Hond!mok 77, VOI . Ill; Februa~ 1, 1%1, United States Department of

Commerce - National Bureau of Stordords .

Principles of Color Photography, Evans, Homon and Brewer: John W Iey

cmd Sons, In.. (1953).

The Science of Colon Committee on Calorimetry Optical SocieV of

Amarico; Thomas Y . Cromwell Co., New York (Jon 1953, 1954).

The Theory OF the Photographic Pmccss, C. E . Kenneth Mees, D. SC. FRS:

The ticMillcm Co., New York (rev. cd., Copyright 1954).

10.3.6 .1.4 Atiscellaneaus.

o A Corre Ioted Color Temperature for Illumirmntz, R. Dovis: Bureau of

Stondotis, Journal of Research, 7, 659, (1931).

Daylighi Color Variations and Color Photography, R. H. Binghom and

H. Hoerlim Photographic Science and Technique (Apri I 1951).

Filters for Artiiiciol hylight, Their Grrning and Use, H. P. Goge and

N. Macbeth: Transac!iom of the llluminoti W EngineeriW Society,

31, 195 (1936).

Proposed Standord Soler-Rodiotion Cuwes for Engineering Use, P. Moon:

Joumol of the Franklin Imtitute, 230, SW, (1940).

Specrral Distribution of Solar Rodiont Energy, H .P. Goge: Transactions of

the Illuminating Engineering Society, %1. 34, 316 (1939).

The Colour Temperature of Light Sources, H. G. W. Harding: Notional

Physical Laboratory.
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INDEX

A

Aberrations effecting lens 6istortion, 10.3.5.3

Air bells, 3.3.1 .1.2

Artificial daylight, 3.1

Artificial light, 3.2

B

Beauty defects, 3.3

Blisters, 3.3.2.1

Bubbles, 3.3.1.1

c

Cement, 3.4

Cement starts, 3.3.2.2

Chips, 3.3.2.3

Chromaticity, 3.5

Chmmaricity coordinates, 3.6

Chromaticity diagram, 4.1 .2.1. !
Coating, anti-reflection, 3.7

Collimator, 3.8

Color, 3.9

Colorants, 3.15

Color balance, 3.10

Color compensating filters, 3. II, 4. I.5

Color contribution, 3.12

Calorimetric calculation, 3.16

Color specifications, 3.13

Color temperature, 3.14

Cmmplementcry wavelength, 3.17, ~.1 .2.1.3

Contrast filter, 3.18

Cords, 3.3.1 .8.2

Crocks, 3.3.1.2, 3.3.2.4

Cyan, 3.19
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D

Doylight, 3.20

Doylight, energy distribution of, 10.3.2.

Decamired, 3.21

13ec0mired filtem, 4.1.3.1

Decomi red Wstem, 3.22

Oensity, optical, 3.23

Deviation, 3.24

Digs, 3.3.2.5

Dirt, 3.3.2.6

Dirt holes, 3.3.2.5.1

Distortion, im~e, 10.3.5.2

Dominant wavelength, 3.25, 4.1.2.1, 4.1.2.1.2

E

Effective density, 3.26

Effective trorumittonce, 3. W

Effective wovelengfh, 3.28

Emulsion, color sensitive, 3.29

Emulsion layer, 3.30

F

Fctde-O-Meter, 3.3 I

Feathers, 3.3.1.3

Fi Im, photographic, color, 3.32

Film, photographic, infrared, 3.33

Filter bonds, 4.3

Filter classes, 1.2.3

Clu$ B

Class c

Clrns ND

class P

Clms s

class z

Filter, color, 3.3A

Filter dimemions, 4.6

MIL-sTD-127a
20 Oc?.ober 1%6
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Filter, foctor, 3.35

Filter gmdes, 1.2.2

Gmde @

Gmde C

Filter, neutral density, 3.37, 4.1.4

Filter, photographic, 3.36

Filter, polarizing, 3.39

Fiitermtio, 3.38

Filter transmittance, 5.2

Filter, tricolor, 3.41

Filter types, 1.2.1

Typel, 1.2.1

Typell, 1.2.1

Type ill, 1.2.1

Type IV, 1.2. !
Filter, ultra-violet, 3.40

Filters, application or, 10.2

F]ux, 3.42

Flux, luminous, 3.42.1

Flux, radian!, 3.42.2

Focolplcne, displacement of, 10.3.5.1

Folds, 3.3.1.4

G

Ii

Homogeneity, 3.43

Homogeneity, tests for, 5.4

Illuminont C, 3.44

!Ilwcinctigc, 3.45

Infrared, 3.46

Intetmity, 3.47
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J

K

o

Kelvin, degrees, 3.48

L

LOmimte, 3.49

Lap, 3.3.1.4

Light, 3.50

Light, pOhiZed, 3.51

Light scattering, 10.2.2

M

Magenta, 3.52

Manufacturing deiech, 3.3.2

A4wking

Filter pockcge, 4.2.1

Filters, 4.2.2

Methods’ 1, spectrum subdivision, 5.2.2

11, ~ectral centmid, 5.2.3

Ill , infmred filler rronsrnitrance, 5.2.4

IV , analysis of light baloncins filter transmittance, 5.2.5

V, analysis of mired filter transmittance, 5.2.6

VI , anolysis of spectral transmittance of color compensate W and color

printing filters, 5.2.7

Vll, visuol (telescopic) resolution test, 5.3.3

Vlll, photogmphic resolution test, 5.3.4

IX, shodcugraph test, 5.4. I
X, polariscope test, 5.4.2

X 1, test for deviotion, 5.5
Xl !, i~t !cr ::!in!c :c?i=ticn :tekili b,,, 5.5

Xlll, high-temperature test, Type I filters, 5.7. I. I

XIV, Icu-tempemture test, Type I Filters, 5.7.1.2

XV, humidity test, Type I filters, 5.7. I.3

XVI , high-temperature :est, Type II ad Type Ill filtets, 5.7.2.1

XVII, low-temperature tes:, Type II and Type Ill filters, 5.7.2.2

XVIII, humidity tes:, Type 1: c.+ Type Ill Filtem, 5.7.2.3
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MiliiaV filter designation system, 3.53, 4. I

Exomples of 4.1.7

Milkiness, 3.3.1.5

Millimicron, 3.54

Mired, 3.55

Mired Filter, 3.56

Mired shift value, 3.57

Mired system, 10.3.3

T’neoreticol basis and Iimitotiom of, 10.3.4

Mounting, 4.4

N

o

Obiective, 3.58

Optical axis, 3.59

Optical characteristics, 3.60

Orange peel, 3.3.2.7

P

Porcllelism, 3.61

Photicity, 3.62

Photography, infrored, 3.63

Polorisccpe, 3.64

Polor!zed light, 10.2.4

Polarizer, 3.65

Polycontrast filtem, 4.[ .6

Q

R

Reams, 3.3.1 .8.1

References, non-mandatory list of, 10.3.6.1

Reflection-reducing coatings, 4.5
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Resolution

Criterion of, 5.3.1

Tests for, 5.3

Resolutitm chart, 3.66

Resolving power, 3.67

Reticle, 3.68

Run-iru, 3.3.2.2.1

Sofelight, 3.69

Safelight filters, 10.2.6

Soturaticm, 3.70

Scratches, 3.3.2.9

Scum, 3.3.2.10

seeds, 3.3.1 .1.1

Selected ordinote method, 3.71, 4.1.2 .1.2

Semitivity, 3.72

Skylight, 3.73

%neom, 3.3.2.10

Spectral, 3.74

Spectral distriktion, 3.76

Spectrol sensitivity, 3.75

SpectroFhotometer, 3.77

Spec~.wm, 3.78

Spectrum locus, 3.79

Specular, 3.80

Stain, 3.3.2.11

Stones, 3,3.1.6

Stmin, 3.3.1.7

Striae, 3.3. I.8

Sunlight, 3.81,

T

Temperature at-d humiolty tests,5.7

Test tot-get, 5.3.2

Transmittance, 3.82

Transmittance, specrml, 3.83, 5.2
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Ultrovioler, 3.84

u

v

Varigam filters, 4.1.6

Visible spectrum, 3.85

w

Woter spots, 3.3.2.10

Wavelength centroid, 3.86, 4.1.2
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